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When I first realized there was no easy solution to our problem was when I reached out to 

a very respected technology critic and asked him quite frankly how one can survive reputational 

damage suffered on the Internet. Being a life-long fan of science fiction and horror, I put it to 

him like this: 

  “In all the great horror films, there’s always some kind of expert with specialized 

knowledge that knows how to kill the monster. For instance, Van Helsing. In Dracula, Van 

Helsing is the expert who knows how to use garlic, holy water, and stakes through the heart to 

kill vampires. That’s you, dude. Tell me how to survive this thing.”  

 Nestled among his various pieces of advice were the words, “Join a commune.” 

 Yeah, we’ll just put that idea on the backburner for when all else fails. This is just the 

ride we’re on, my friends. Inside the kernel of this story lies the key to your salvation: To live is 

to suffer, to survive is to find some meaning in the suffering. That’s Friedrich Nietzsche.  

My dear friend and mentor who suggested I join a commune pressed home the gravity of 

this situation to me through his disagreeable wisdom. I only bring out a big gun like Nietzsche 

because I must press home the gravity of this situation to you. If you’re not ready to fight for 

yourself, there’s nothing this manual or anybody else can do for you. For the time being at least, 

it’s a DIY ethic for us. Now, these people have put their fork on our plate. And we don’t like it. 

Not one bit. So how do we begin?  

To proceed forward, you only need these six things:  

1) Willpower and endurance. 

2)  A good sense of humor. 

3) Time. 

4) Literacy: the ability to read and write. 
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5) Reliable Internet access. 

6) Approximately $20-35 to purchase your domain name and an annual subscription to a 

web hosting service so we can open a WordPress account. 

Why self-reputation management and not just paying for mugshot removal or reputation 

management?   

Paying mugshot removal services for unarchiving material on the Internet is both costly 

and unethical, and it might not solve your problem. First, you must understand the person 

operating the mugshot removal service is often the same person operating the mugshot website 

itself. It is costly because mugshot removal services can charge anywhere from $200-800 per 

removal. It is unethical because you’re allowing an extortionist to shake you down and 

encouraging him to do the same to others.  

Of courses, it might not work because mugshot website operators usually own more than 

one website. Sure, they’ll take it down for $400, and they’ll put it right back up on one of the 

other five websites they operate. Plus, you just let them know you’re willing to pay them, so 

you’d better believe it’s going up on another site. Perhaps, you’re suffering another form of 

reputational damage besides mugshot extortion. 

  Why not use a reputation management service? To be frank, reputation management 

services exist because of exploitation, defamation, and public-relations crises. Some of the 

bigger reputation management companies that serve high-profile clientele seem to be our allies 

in this fight. Good for them. High fives all around. Lawyers, doctors, celebrities, and corporate 

executives can also suffer from online reputational harm. Personal indiscretions, accusations of 

malfeasance, liability, and criminal convictions can get the best of people from all walks of life. 
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Although we respect their intentions, we have no affiliation with these companies, nor any other 

company listed within this manual.  

Regardless, it’s some of the smaller reputation management companies that smell fishy. 

If they solicit their services to regular people suffering from reputational harm, then at the very 

least it comes off as protection for a price. Sure, they’ll hide that information for you, but 

reputation management is ongoing process. This means if there is no removal option, you’ll be 

paying them indefinitely.  

Perhaps most grievously, this industry as a whole indirectly contributes to privacy 

inequality. Yes, the unequal distribution of privacy among the population. Got cash? Great! 

You’re good as gold—literally. You’re broke? Oh well, I’m afraid your ass belongs to 

surveillance capitalism then.   

So, that leaves us with just one option.  

Put on your warpaint.  

Buckle on your shield.  

Unsheathe your sword.  

We’re going to war.   
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Section 1: Self-Reputation Management Leveraging SEO-Marketing 

Fundamentals (the Shield) 

“Let us advance on Chaos and the Dark” 

—Self-Reliance, Ralph Waldo Emerson 

 

Self-Reputation Management   

If you’ve made it to our site, you’re likely already aware of some of the reputational 

damage that you’re afflicted by on the Internet. However, we need to dig deeper. We need to 

locate the sources of the leaks and attempt to plug them. As the prefix “self” in self-reputation 

management implies, this is an active process, like “self-hygiene” or “self-improvement,” that 

demands we habitually participate in our own betterment.  

Instead of thinking about it as a reoccurring petty annoyance, we encourage you to think 

of it as a mandatory routine, like maintaining your car. You need an oil change every 3000 miles, 

right? You change your tires when they lose their tread. You need to top off all your fluids 

occasionally.  

Unfortunately, it is also an ongoing process. This claim holds for almost the entirety of 

this manual! What does that mean? That means everything we’re doing now we’ll have to 

continue to do until we obtain removal or change the law. In Section 1, we will cover web 

research and some basic search engine optimization (SEO) strategies.  

SEO is housed within the school of marketing. Its main focuses are increasing visibility 

on search engine results pages (SERPS), boosting traffic and interaction with web properties, and 

ultimately creative product promotion and sales through harvesting attention.  Along our journey 

throughout this manual, we will supply you with definitions and web resources to help guide 
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you. Be sure to utilize all appendices and hyperlinks mentioned herein as you move through the 

processes described.   

 

Step 1A: Information gathering  

We need to access the total amount of damage that our reputation is incurring. Our route 

to discovering this information is the selfsame platform for the entire operation: Google. More 

about Google later. Suffice it to say for now, search engines such as Google have become the 

gatekeepers of information on the Interneti. America’s economic transformation from one 

primarily focused around manufacturing and production to one focused on data aggregation and 

processing has created a First Amendment crisis in which tech’s powerful corporations leverage 

First Amendment protections against consumers.ii I bet that makes you mad. Us too. We’ll deal 

with their likes in Section 2. Our first order of business is to hunt down our surface-level digital 

dossier; that is, we must find the information Google and their super friends have compiled about 

us. When conducting search queries for information gathering, we need to be thorough. Here are 

a few search operators that can aid you in the research process. 
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When conducting a search query in Google, the most important operator for our purposes 

is “” operator.  Ex. Your name is Jon Everett Smith. It is not enough to simply type a Jon-Smith 

query into the search bar. We must utilize the “” operator to specify our Jon Smith. Instead of 

merely typing Jon Smith into the search bar, we type “Jon Smith.” To further limit the results of 

our Jon-Smith query that Google pulls up, we type, “Jon E. Smith” or “Jon Everett Smith.” 

The “” operator specifies to Google that you only want results where this exact combination of 

words occurs. In other words, it limits the search results to just your Jon Everett Smith, and it 

doesn’t include every other Jon Smith on God’s green earth.   

After you’ve entered a search query for your name, you’re bound to see a number of links 

proclaiming they have information about you. Some have strange sinister sounding names like 

Intellus, LexisNexus, and Acxiom. These are data aggregators and data brokers situated 

somewhere between being traditional consumer reporting agencies (CRA) and being malevolent, 

unethical enterprises that skirt consumer reportingiii and health privacyiv laws to sell your data to 

black-box decision makers.  

 

Q: What are data aggregators and data brokers? 

A: Data aggregators and brokers (also known as information suppliers) compile information on 

consumers and then sell it to other businesses or government agencies. Data aggregators come in 

many shapes and forms though. Some regular ol’ run-of-the-mill websites and retailers use data 

aggregation techniques, such as cookies, to track your browsing habits on and off their sites. 

These companies use your information to “improve your online experience” or for internal 

purposes only. Such companies are not our primary concern. Other data aggregators and brokers 

supply information to different industries for their individual purposes. For instance, aggregated 
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data can be used for targeted advertising, insurance underwriting, financial planning, lending, 

employment and volunteer screening, tenant screening, and college admissions. Some data 

aggregation is governed by consumer protection and health privacy laws, such as the Fair Credit 

Reporting Act (FCRA) and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).  

But most Internet data aggregation goes unregulated, and our consumer protection and 

privacy rights have largely been discarded online.v Companies like Facebook, Google, and 

Amazon aggregate treasure troves of data on consumers, and yet they are not subject to such 

laws. Data aggregators who supply information to credit bureaus (Experian, Equifax and 

TransUnion), background check companies, insurers, employers, or creditors are required to 

follow the Fair Credit Reporting Act.  

The Fair Credit Reporting Act defines credit reporting agencies (CRAs) as “any person 

which, for monetary fees, dues, or on a cooperative nonprofit basis, regularly engages in whole 

or in part in the practice of assembling or evaluating consumer credit information or other 

information on consumers for the purpose of furnishing consumer reports to third parties.”vi We 

will argue in Section 2 that online data aggregators, such as Google and their information 

suppliers, should be regulated under the FCRA, as they meet the definitional requirements for 

being considered CRAs or information suppliers for CRAs. 

Q: What is black box decision-making? 

A: Black box decision-making describes any system in which we cannot ascertain the inner 

workings that go into the making of a decision, adverse or otherwise. Insurers, financial 

institutions, advertisers, employers, and others can be said to employ black box decision-making 

when they use undisclosed dataflows or algorithmic decision-making to render judgements 

against consumers.  
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Q: What is HIPAA? 

A: Issued by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, HIPAA is a heath privacy bill 

that provides standards for the disclosure of sensitive health information. 

Q: What is the Fair Credit Reporting Act? 

A: The Fair Credit Reporting Act is a consumer protection law that prescribes rules for how 

credit reporting agencies (CRAs) may handle your data while providing background checks or 

credit scores.vii  Your rights under the FCRA include: 1) You must be told if information is held 

against you. 2) You have a right to know what’s in your file. 3) You have the right to ask for a 

credit score. 4) You have the right to dispute inaccurate or incomplete information. 5) CRAs 

must delete inaccurate, incomplete, or unverifiable information within 30 days. 6) CRAs may not 

report outdated information. 7) Access to your file is limited. 8) You must give your consent for 

reports to be provided to employers. 9) You have the right to demand a security freeze on your 

credit report. 10) You may seek damages from violators.viii See Section 2, Step1G and subsection 

“Cadence to arms” for more information on the Fair Credit Reporting Act. 

Q: What is the FTC? 

A: The Federal Trade Commission is an independent federal agency that enforces consumer-

protection laws and combats anticompetitive trade practices.  

 

Your initial search query will also display links to companies that sound like they’re 

more akin to phonebooks or yearbooks. They typically have juvenile Internet-company sounding 

names, like Spokeo, PeekYou, BeenVerified, Instant Checkmate, and MyLife. These companies 

usually have a noticeable disclaimer on their site that reads: “X Company is not a consumer 
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reporting agency as defined by the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). Do not use this site to 

make decisions about employment, tenant screening, or any purpose covered by the FCRA.” 

Regardless if a consumer reads the warning, it could potentially exonerate the vendor of 

wrongdoing should they be sued.ix  

These so-called “people search engines” are not as innocuous as they seem on the 

surface. They aggregate data about you from all over the Internet, and indeed they sell this 

information to whoever asks for whatever purpose.x They, too, in other words, skirt consumer 

protection laws so black-box decision makers can render judgements against you. Thankfully, 

the FTC has kept a close eye on these companies.xi Most of them now provide a process for 

removing this information from public view. This process has been intentionally made time-

consuming and painful; however, we recommend you expend the effort to remove your 

information from their databases. Below is a list of some of the more common offenders. We 

include links to information about their removal processes in Appendix A.  

 

Company 
Removal 

Options? 
Cancellation URL 

Instant Checkmate Yes Removal Link 

White Pages Yes Removal & Walkthrough 

Radaris Yes Removal Link & Walkthrough 

TruthFinder Yes Removal Link & Walkthrough 

Family Tree Yes Removal Link 

Ancestry Yes Call 800-262-3787 

https://www.instantcheckmate.com/opt-out/
https://lifehacker.com/how-to-opt-out-of-the-most-popular-people-search-sites-1791536533
https://www.safeshepherd.com/handbook/radaris.com
https://www.truthfinder.help/remove/
https://www.familytreenow.com/optout
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Instant Checkmate Yes Removal Link 

Acxiom Yes Removal Link 

BeenVerified Yes Removal Link 

DOBSearch.com NO (Can Be Requested With ID No Guarantee) 

Intelius Yes Removal Link 

Mylife NO Requires Membership of $10 PER MONTH 

PeekYou Yes Removal Link 

PeopleSmart Yes Removal Link 

People Lookup NO 

Requires Mail/Fax Request with image of 

Photo I.D. 

FAX: (425-974-6194) 

MAIL (P.O. Box 4145, Bellevue, WA 98009-

4145) 

Peoplefinders  

Public Records Now 
YES Removal Link 

PrivateEye YES Removal Link 

US People Search YES Removal Link 

US Search YES Removal Link 

Zabba NO 

Requires ID Click For Details And MAIL 

INFO 

Fax (425-974-6194) 

https://www.instantcheckmate.com/opt-out/
https://isapps.acxiom.com/optout/optout.aspx
https://www.beenverified.com/f/optout/search
https://www.dobsearch.com/contact.php?nature=remove
https://telco.intelius.com/optout.php
https://www.peekyou.com/about/contact/optout
https://www.peoplesmart.com/optout-go
https://www.peoplefinders.com/manage
http://secure.privateeye.com/optout-form.pdf
https://www.usa-people-search.com/manage/
https://ussearch.com/privacylock
https://www.zabasearch.com/block_records/
https://www.zabasearch.com/block_records/
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eBureau YES Removal Link 

id:analytics N/A Secure Credit Records not Public 

RapLeaf 

(New Site Name!) 

towerd@ta 

YES Removal Link 

 

Finally, your search query might disclose links to entities who are intentionally using 

defamatory information to either shake you down directly through extortion (such as mugshot 

removal) or indirectly through pursuit of advertising revenue. When we have such an attacker, 

we must proceed with caution. We strongly recommend if your attacker is an individual with 

a private grudge or extortionist entity (such as a mugshot website) that you not contact or 

confront them, unless you have a reason for doing so, such as if you need to submit 

expungement paperwork or you intend to pay the ransom. We’ll cover submitting 

expungement paperwork for removal in Section 2. Otherwise, treat these people as though they 

are criminals of the highest order. They will drag your family, your friends, and your business 

associates through the mud just to get at you. They are masters at weaponizing free speech. You 

cannot protect yourself against further, more-sustained attacks if you provoke them.  

If your attacker is an entity such as a cash-strapped newspaper, you can try reaching out 

to the editor and explaining the effects the lingering record has had. However, it has been our 

experience that such efforts typically fall on deaf ears, as ethics mean nothing compared to the 

bottom line.xii Operating under the assumption we have very little direct recourse for removing 

the malicious information held by such persons and entities, we must take matters into our own 

hands. We must protect ourselves by implementing our second self-reputation management 

https://www.ebureau.com/privacy-center/opt-out
http://intelligence.towerdata.com/opt-out
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strategy—Fortification Using Web Property Hoarding. More on this momentarily. Like many 

parts of our overall strategy, information gathering is an ongoing process. The best way to keep 

an eye on your reputation is to set up Google Alerts. 

 

Step 1B: Create a Google Alert for your name 

Google allows you to set up an alert that notifies you when a keyword gathers fresh 

results. You’ll need to set up a Google account and Gmail (Google email). After you’ve done so, 

go to: https://www.google.com/alerts. You can create an alert for your own name. Google will 

send you any updated mentions about your keyword or name by Gmail. While you’re there, set 

up a keyword alert for “regulate google.” They’ll enjoy the irony, and so will we. See Section 2 

for more suggested keywords.  
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Introduction to fortification using web property hoarding 

Fortifying your reputation using a web property hoarding strategy is like playing a high-

maintenance game of monopoly. What we’re essentially going to do is build a stronghold—a 

fortification if you will—around our reputation using web properties.   

Q: What’s my reputation?  

A: Any positive or negative information on the Internet about you. 

Q: What are web properties? 

A: Websites, such as blogs, and social-media accounts. 

Q: What does it mean to “hoard” web properties? 

A: To have lots of active websites and social-media accounts. 

 

Sound easy enough?  

 

Step 2A: Buying a web domain 

If you’ve suffered reputational damage on the Internet, the most important thing you can 

do is buy your domain name. Buying your domain will bolster your web presence and give you 

peace of mind. If you own your domain name and host a blog or website on WordPress, it will 

rank highly on search engines. Plus, you’ll have the peace of mind knowing that an extortionist 

thug can’t buy your domain name and further tarnish your reputation.  

In addition, any website that you own, you have complete control over. As that is the 

case, it’s much more difficult for an attacker to have content removed from your site. Content 

removed from my site, you say? Yes, sometimes these creeps will try to mess up your website so 

that you’ll stop trying to improve your page ranking. You see our goal is to rank our web 
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properties highest in search engine results. However, we must be careful: a Digital Millennium 

Copyright Act (DMCA) request can knock down copyrighted material. This means we must 

create the bulk of our content. 

 

Q: What is a web domain? 

A: A web domain is like an address that leads to a specific website. 

Q: What is my domain name? 

A: Your domain name is your name as a web domain. Ex. Your name is Jon Smith. You buy and 

register the web domain jonsmith.com.   

 

There are several reputable web companies that provide consumers with web domain 

registry and hosting services for WordPress, such as 1and1.com, godaddy.com, bluehost.com, 

and hostgator.com.   

 

Q; What is a web host? 

A: A web host provides a space that stores website content. If a web domain is like an address, 

then a web host is like the physical house the address denotes.  

Q: What is WordPress?  

A: WordPress is an easy-to-use content management system (CMS) used to create blogs and 

websites. 

Q: WordPress is free. Why should I pay for a web hosting service? 
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A: Simply stated, to streamline the process. Web hosting services provide web domain 

registration and maintenance to your website. You’re not responsible for system updates or 

security so you can concentrate your efforts on content creation instead of maintenance work. 

Q: What is a “content management system?” 

A: Content management systems provide tools, such as “drag-and-drop” web elements, that 

allow you to easily build and customize a website to your liking.  

Q: Why WordPress and not some other blogging platform, like Blogger? 

A: 30% of websites operate on WordPress. We are not aware of compelling evidence that 

suggests Blogger and similar services rank lower or higher on Google. We suggest WordPress 

solely for ease of use. 

 

As buying a domain, finding a hosting service, and setting up a webpage are a time-

consuming multipartite process, we don’t have resources to lead you through the specifics here. 

However, WordPress itself offers many tutorials and resources available for your perusal. We 

recommend you start there. See Appendix B for links to WordPress resources. 

But wait! I’m not a writer or a business owner. I don’t have any ideas for a blog, and I 

don’t have anything I want to sell. 

I understand you. But check it out. Nobody on the Internet is a “good” writer. Print 

webpage content out some time and read it aloud, or copy and paste it into a word document and 

watch it turn red. I repeat: nobody on the Internet is a good writer. Go on WordPress and read 

some blogs. Not seeing the next Pulitzer coming out of that mess, huh? See? You’re among good 

company. Check out some of the websites attached to Ebay or Etsy accounts. Do these people 

strike you as Sam Walton? Look, we’re all just amateurs and hobbyists having a good time. 
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Sound like a lie? Good, because it is. There are many fine writers and lucrative businesses 

operating independently through such platforms. Don’t worry about it. They had to start 

somewhere, too. There’s only one rule, truthfully: find something you’re passionate about! 

So, what should my website or blog be about? 

Anything under the sun. However, make sure it’s something you’re passionate about 

because you’ll need to continue to create fresh content on a regular basis. Need some ideas 

anyway?  

Cooking blogs have always been and always will be popular. We all love to eat. Why not 

post all your favorite recipes online? Just remember not to post copyrighted material! Blogs that 

review products always receive steady traffic. Why not create a blog that reviews all the new 

products you’re trying? Do you fancy yourself a food, film, or literary critic? Why not purge 

your anger and angst over the latest Avengers film? Why not tell the world about your latest 

adventure in Chinese takeout? Merely be careful how you treat others.  

They say a picture is worth a thousand words. How about a photo diary? You walk 

around with a camera in your pocket all day that you rarely use. Why not start documenting all 

the neat stuff you see? Don’t forget to change the metadata on the pictures! Metadata can include 

sensitive information, such as your location. You don’t want to map your preferred routes of 

travel. The process for changing metadata depends upon the individual phone or desktop 

operating system. Diaries are dangerous. We recommend you stay away from them. Just 

remember everything you put on the Internet creates a data trail that leads directly back to you. 

A word about self-censorship before we go any further 

We are fortifying our reputation against extortionists, defamers, and exploiters, but one of 

our greatest enemies, who we must always watch, resides between our mandibles—our big 
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mouths. Our big mouths can get us into tremendous trouble. Perhaps, that is how you’ve made 

your way here. Regardless, when we open our WordPress and social-media accounts, we must 

recognize we’re taking on a great responsibility.  

Yes, self-censorship takes some of the pizazz out of life. Too bad. We must watch our 

behavior and our words when we post on the Internet. To not do so is to compromise our 

reputation even more. Think of it this way. You are not you. You are not simply “doing you” or 

just “being you.” You are what people believe you are. If you control people’s perception of you, 

then your control your identity. Is that being fake or untrue to yourself? No, that’s being real. In 

poker you never reveal your hand, so the same in life. Once more, just remember everything you 

put on the Internet creates a data trail that leads directly back to you. So, be careful about the 

information you disclose about yourself and watch what you say about others. 

—Moralizing aside 

We’ll cover more on content creation in Step2B. Once you’ve bought and registered your 

domain name and set up your WordPress, it will take time for it to index on search engine 

results. It just isn't capable of immediately ranking within search. You can, however, create a 

Twitter profile and have it at the top of search results within a few hours. So, we’ll examine 

social-media accounts next.  

 

Step 2B: Hoarding web properties by opening social-media accounts 

Alexa Rank is a ranking system for websites in Google search results. It’s scaled from 

one to thirty million. As it currently stands, there are over a billion websites, but Google deems 

only thirty million of them important enough for indexing. Social-media platforms are often 

underestimated in their potential for ranking; however, most of the top authority domains are 
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social-media platforms. This works out to our advantage because we can take control over these 

powerful domains. Every time we add a social profile, we should treat it like one of our pieces in 

a game of chess. In Chess, it is the player who uses his pieces in unison that wins. We must 

strategically utilize our pieces together to have the greatest impact on search engine results.  

 

 

 

Domain Name World Ranking 

Google Inc Rank 1 

YouTube Rank 2 

Facebook Rank 3 

Baidu Rank 4 

Wikipedia Rank 5 

Reddit Rank 6 

Yahoo Rank 7 

Google India Rank 8 

Tencent QQ Rank 9 

Amazon Rank 10 
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How many social-media profiles should you have? 

Google doesn’t allow social-media profiles or YouTube videos to crowd out every 

query/keyword within its index. Google profits through selling some keywords through its 

AdWords advertising service. However, nobody is bidding on your name for social-media 

profiles. The more you have, the better off you’ll be. Of course, keep it manageable. These 

accounts can be easily hacked into. You don’t want an open social-media account that you’ve 

lost track of because you opened too many. Someone assuming control over one of your 

accounts could wreak havoc on your reputation. If someone happens to do this, report it to the 

platform immediately. Long story made short: open as many as you think will be manageable 

and keep an eye on all of them. See Appendix C for a list of social-media platforms.  

 Google typically indexes a maximum of one hundred to one hundred-fifty search results 

for any given keyword or search-query term. Our goal is to outrank malicious actors in page 

ranking by controlling the bulk of domains and properties that perform well for a keyword search 

using our name. A 2014 study from Advanced Web Rankings revealed sixty-seven percent of all 

clicks on search engine results pages (SERPs) went to the top five listings. Furthermore, first 

page SERPs receive more than ninety-percent of all traffic. By controlling the first few pages of 

results for a keyword search of our name, we seize back some amount of practical obscurity. 

 

Q: What is Google AdWords? 

A: Google AdWords is an advertising service offered by Google, which allows websites to pay 

for top page ranking rather than earning it. See Section 2 for more on AdWords. 

Q: What is practical obscurity? 
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A: Practical obscurity refers to natural barriers of access to public records. Before the online 

dissemination of public records, one had to retrieve information the old fashion way by going to 

the courthouse, identifying the specific record, and copying the content. Practical obscurity has 

been diminished as a result of courts adopting online record systems that allow the public to 

download and search records without these practical barriers in place.xiii 

 

What social-media platforms will rank my profile the highest on search-engine results?  

  Although Google+ and Facebook rank highly on Alexa, they’re not the quickest to index 

on search engine results. Nonetheless, we will use them as our bishops (♝). Facebook is largest 

social-media network with the most active users, making it an important platform for 

backlinking. Because it encourages our friends to engage with our content, it’s a useful resource, 

despite its inability to pass authority from one page to another. More on backlinking to come. We 

could talk for days on end about how awful Facebook can be, both as a “public square” and as a 

company in general. We’re only using it because it’s an important resource for us right now. 

We’ll leave it at this: Don’t make Facebook more of a toilet than it already is.xiv 

 Later, in Section 2, we’ll talk a bit about personal advocacy projects. Writing your 

congressman about Facebook’s ethical conduct abroad and at home might be an extra project you 

want to tackle alone. YouTube and Google+ are both owned by Google. Because Google is a 

private company, nothing prevents them from favoring their own products.xv Surprise! Those 

silly fun-loving bastards even got fined 2.7 billion Euros in the EU for anticompetitive practices 

in 2017.xvi  Barry Lynn who worked for New America on the Open Markets initiative praised the 

move in a press release, stating:  

U.S. enforcers, including the Federal Trade Commission, the Department of Justice, and  
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states attorneys general, need to build upon this important precedent, both in respect to  

Google and to other dominant platform monopolists including Amazon. U.S. enforcers 

should apply the traditional American approach to network monopoly, which is to cleanly  

separate ownership of the network from ownership of the products and services sold on  

that network, as they did in the original Microsoft case of the late 1990s.xvii   

 

In a vulgar display of power, Google, who was a major New America donor, pressured 

the President and CEO of New America Anne-Marie Slaughter to fire Lynn for his unflattering 

critique, which she in fact did.xviii However, all she really did was reaffirm how monopolies 

wield inordinate amounts of power over their critics. She later tried to defend her actions by 

claiming Google was a person and that Lynn had offended a friend of New America’s without 

giving them a heads-up first.xix WTF? Yeah, that’s a line ought to sell with the public. Sadly 

enough, that line did sell with our regulatory agencies, who idly sat their hands and did nothing. 

At any rate, we should operate at least one account on each of these platforms for their potential, 

despite any delay in their ranking. By contrast, a Twitter profile will rank highly within hours.  

Twitter is one of our knights (♞). We recommend setting up a Twitter account 

immediately. A social profile’s strength is determined by the social signals it receives. The 

strongest social signals on Twitter are Retweets. Quite simply, the more Retweets you send out, 

the stronger your profile will be. A unique aspect of Twitter’s Retweets is you can piggyback on 

the success of other users’ Retweets. For example, if you Retweet someone who has 90 

Retweets, the strength of the combined social signals is added to your Retweet. This means 

you’ll rank just by Retweeting someone else’s viral content. The lesson: Tweet and Retweet to 

your heart’s content.  
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Tumblr’s Reblogging feature operates in much the same manner, so we’ll make it our 

other knight (♞). To make life easier, use Tumblr’s Reblogging and Twitter’s Retweets to 

further your reach by piggybacking on other users’ social signals and to limit the amount of time 

you spend creating fresh content. Like Facebook and Google, Twitter is not immune to criticism. 

Twitter hosts mugshot sites and lends unwanted virality some of its reach. Regardless, it’s 

Twitter’s reach that we ourselves are exploiting, so we’ll steal a page from their playbook and 

use them to our advantage.  

LinkedIn dominates. It will be our queen (♛). Google and other search-engines love to 

promote the idea they’re all about bringing people together. They should love promoting that 

idea because they’re really in the business of bringing your data and advertisers together. You 

supply LinkedIn with your resume, cover letter, references, associations, and awards, and Google 

supplies you with a first-page ranking.  

The tradeoff? This easily scraped content is incredibly invasive. Data aggregators use 

powerful algorithms to steal such information and use it to fill your digital dossier.xx We 

recommend carefully considering the information you share on LinkedIn. EEOC-protected 

categories of information, such as your age, race, ethnicity, or religious beliefs, can be inferred 

with great accuracy and with minimal effort. Nonetheless, we maintain that LinkedIn is among 

the most important social-media platforms because of its instantaneous first-page ranking.     

Vimeo, YouTube, Instagram, Imgur, Pinterest, Snapfish, and Flickr, all have a heavy 

video or image component to their platform. They will be our pawns (♟). Remember, our 

strategy involves not only opening social-media accounts but also frequently updating them. 

Creating fresh content can be a cumbersome and tedious task, especially composing new written 

material. Image and video sites provide a shortcut for creating fresh content. Just upload a photo 
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or video, edit the metadata, write a brief description for the post, and hit enter. Images and videos 

enjoy higher-engagement rates with users. This means more opportunity to receive social signals 

such as likes, shares, and Retweets. Because images and videos get so much attention, people 

love backlinking to them. One more second and we’ll get to those juicy backlinks.  

A brief intermission for moralizing 

 We’d like to give a few words to video and image subject matter. In civilized countries 

around the world (such as Canada!), it is illegal to take a photo or video without a subject’s 

permission. Not so in the United States. However, this doesn’t mean it’s no-holds barred. People 

undergoing a medical emergency should never be filmed or photographed without a pressing 

motive for doing so, and such material should never be released for public consumption without 

principled consideration and a well-founded reason, such as suspicion of negligence or coverup.  

Information provided to medical professionals, such as doctors, hospitals, and 

pharmacies, is protected by HIPAA; however, medial information gathered online is not 

protected.xxi To protect ourselves and our citizens from invasive data aggregation practices, we 

must be the first line of defense. We only ask you to use discretion before filming and releasing 

sensitive information to the public. Although taking videos or pictures of subjects in public 

without their permission isn’t illegal, that doesn’t directly translate to it being ethical.  

Some people might feel they’re being objectified. But it’s worse. When we take the 

picture of a subject without permission and post it on social media, we’re essentially monetizing 

them. Remember, the name of the game on social media is engagement. When we take a picture 

or shoot a video, we’re doing it to encourage interaction. We literally want people to like, 

comment, and share. We’re leveraging what’s been called “the attention economy”xxii to our 
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We must not succumb to the same tendencies that drive reputational damage—greed. All 

social-media platforms and search engines monetize themselves on ad-based marketing. They 

extract value from our attention—our searches, likes, shares, and comments. By aggregating 

such data and allowing access to it for advertising purposes, these platforms use us for their own 

private ends.xxiii As the Internet-age adage goes, if someone is offering you something for free, 

it’s you that is being sold. 

 Sigh. Bastard ad merchants, am I right?  We’ll talk more about all this fun stuff in 

Section 2. Suffice it to say, it is unethical to take pictures or videos of anyone without their 

permission and post it on social media, especially if the intent is to humiliate. I don’t have to tell 

you anything about the awful humiliation some people have had to endure on YouTube. 

Unwanted online virality can destroy lives, as currently there is no Right to Be Forgotten in the 

United States of America.  

A few other maxims to live by 

 Don’t “tag” people in your photos on social media without asking their permission. 

Don’t take pictures of yourself doing something illegal. Facial-recognition technology is real. 

Consider whether you’re violating a child’s privacy rights by posting their photograph on social 

media. As it stands today in the United States, there is no law that prevents scraping this data and 

placing it within a facial-recognition database. Don’t accidently breach your own privacy by 

providing too much documentation of your activities. Finally, consider how images and videos 

reflect on you before you post them. You might find it hilarious when you wipe boogers on your 

wife. Others might not think that’s too funny. They’re entitled to be wrong.   

As can be gleaned quite easily from Appendix C, there are many different social-media 

platforms, each typically with its own niche. The last two we’ll recommend are your rooks (♜). 
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Medium and Reddit are both composition-focused, meaning they rely heavily on the written 

word. Medium is a free blogging platform. Users are encouraged to create pithy articles (less 

than 1000 words but more than Twitter’s 249 characters), which usually have higher engagement 

rates with audiences. Medium reported sixty million unique visitors a month in 2017. Mike 

Fishbien analyzed keyword page-ranking results on Medium and discovered they received two 

million of these visitors from Google alone,xxiv making it a valuable resource for anyone trying to 

draw eyes or encourage backlinking.   

By contrast, Reddit received 234 million unique visitors a month in 2018. Instead of run-

of-the-mill blogging, users upload content such as links, text, and images that members rate up or 

down. Posts are then organized by subject into “subreddits.” Subreddits are in turn voted on, and 

the subreddits with the most votes make it onto site’s frontpage. Redditt bounced between the 

third and sixth highest ranked site on Alexa in 2017-18, lending it incredible reach on Google 

search results. Join a popular subreddit. Gain clout with the community by answering some 

questions and providing commentary. And drop a backlink to a blog entry that expounds upon 

the subject matter.  

But what about the king, you say? Don’t worry we’re not going to mess up a good 

metaphor. The king is our WordPress account (♚)! Bill Gates famously said, “Content is King.” 

We still think its Elvis. Unfortunately, the only rump shaking that will improve our search results 

we’re trying to avoid, so we’ll take Gates’ advice and move forward by filling our king’s coffers 

with ample amounts of rich content. 
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Q: What are social signals? 

A: Social signals are indicators, like shares, likes, Retweets, etc., that members of social-media 

platforms use to specify content is worth checking out. Search engines treat social signals like 

votes for content, meaning they’re viewed as recommendations. This in turn affects search 

engine page ranking. Thus, social signals are an important determiner in whether social-media 

posts rank well in search results.  

Q: What is web scraping? 

A: Web scraping refers to the manual or automated process of extracting data from websites. 

Q: What is metadata? 

A: Metadata is simply data about other data. In the case of images, such data can include the 

camera, exposure, date, and geotags, revealing sensitive information about the users’ location 

and online identity.xxv 

Q: What is the attention economy 

A: The attention economy refers to an economic system that treats attention as though it is a 

commodity.  

Q: What is unwanted online virality?  

A: Online virality describes the process by which content on the Internet becomes popular 

quickly and circulates widely. Unwanted online virality thus refers to content circulating out of 

control against the subject’s wishes. 

Q: What is the Right to Be Forgotten? 

A: The Right to Be Forgotten is a European privacy law that allows content to be removed from 

Internet search engines. The aim of the law is to balance privacy and consumer protection with 
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the freedom of speech. The Right2Remove organization promotes the establishment of this 

crucial human right in the United States. 

 

More on content creation for WordPress and social media  

As we’ve already mentioned, many find content creation to be painful, especially the 

written variety. Being originally developed as a research tool, search engines index mostly text. 

Keywords, freshness of content, and amount of content are among the many considerations that 

affect page rank.  A website or social-media account without content is like a gun without 

bullets—worthless. In other words, we need lots of content! Social-media posts can be shared 

across platforms, but we don’t recommend it. Instead, divvy up the responsibility for maintaining 

them, posting fresh content on a few different accounts every day. Creating social media content 

shouldn’t be too time consuming. Don’t over think it.  

By contrast, you should update your WordPress at least once a month. Creating powerful 

SEO content for WordPress takes a basic understanding of what search engines are looking for 

when they fill in results pages. In the following sections, we will provide you with but a tiny 

summary of the wealth of free information about search engine optimization available through 

Moz. We tip our white hats to you, kind sirs. See Appendix B for links to Moz.  

 

Step2C: Optimizing content  

 Instead of the billions of existent webpages being indexed within a singular database, 

webpage content is kept track of in keyword-based indexes, which are connected to millions 

upon millions of smaller databases, each of those centered on specific keywords.xxvi In other 
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words, keywords are such a fundamental aspect of search that we’d be safe calling them the 

literal key for obtaining successful organic growth from search engine results pages.  

Keywords inside Page Content 

 Google recommends content creators tailor their pages for users, not search engines. 

Google is basically telling you not to game the system by padding your content with keywords 

because they analyze how keywords are being used on a page to determine its relevance for a 

particular query. Of course, there is no harm in the natural and strategic employment of 

keywords.xxvii When creating fresh content for the text of your blog, use language naturally. 

Don’t over engage in repetition of the keyword. In other words, don’t exceed what is normal in 

everyday discourse.  

We recommend placing the keyword at the beginning of your composition, preferably 

within the opening salvo of sentences. Logically, you should use your keyword more than once 

within the body of your text; in fact, usually a minimum of three times is what’s considered 

appropriate. Besides thoughtful and sparse utilization of keywords within the body of your 

composition, we must also employ keywords strategically in the places which matter most to 

users and search engines, such as in titles, title tags, URLs, and meta descriptions.xxviii  

Titles and URLs 

 A title is one of the most important parts of any composition. It typically provides the 

initial impetus that drives users to view a site. When you open a new blog post in WordPress, 

you will note two main fields, the title field and body field. The title field is what we want to 

concentrate our efforts on for now. In the WordPress Dashboard, navigate to the Settings tab and 

select permilinks. Under permilinks, you’re given a number of URL layouts to choose from. For 

example, you can choose to label each post with a generic number, the date and name of the post, 
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or just the name of the post by itself, making it a “canonical URL.”  

 

 

A canonical URL simply designates a specific post page on your blog. We recommend 

you select the permalinks option to label your post just by name. Pretend you’ve titled your blog 

entry “Why Google Needs to Be Regulated.” If you have your URL permalinks set up by post 

name like we’ve suggested, it should look like this:  

 

 

The permalink is listed below the title field provided by WordPress. Whatever you plug 

into the title field will become part of the URL string leading to your post. If you’ve selected the 

post name option, it will also automatically fill in your “title tag”—a short, accurate descriptor 

that search engines examine for keywords when they’re filling in search engine results.xxix  
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Title tags are also useful because they give users a pithy description of the content 

contained within a post. In Internet search results, they show up in green under the title of your 

blog entry and beside the name of your site.  

 

 

You might have noticed that search engines sometimes don’t display the entire title tag of 

a blog or page under a link. They usually only show 60-70 characters of the title tag before it’s 

cut off by ellipses. Thus, it is important to list your keyword or keywords at the beginning of 

your blog entry title.xxx This method by itself works just fine. However, if you really want to 

boost your results, we strongly recommend installing the free Yoast SEO Plugin for WordPress. 

Yoast SEO provides you with a field for editing title tags called “slugs.” Slugs refers to slug lines 

or title tags, not gastropods.   
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We can use the slug field to provide a variant of our keyword or phrase in the title so that 

Google has two distinct points of reference to use while analyzing our content for keywords 

instead of one. Perhaps, the title of our piece was “Why Google Needs to Be Regulated,” but our 

work draws heavily from Barry Lynn’s antitrust work for Open Markets. In the slug field, we 

could create a title tag that showed our blog entry’s relationship to Lynn’s work.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Google would not only do us a solid and analyze the keywords “regulate Google,” yet 

also the keywords found in “Open Markets applauds European Commission’s findings against 

Google.” Using variant keywords in title tags, you can narrow focus to something more specific 

and expand the range of keywords at the same time. To increase the probability Google will 

associate your post with set of concepts designated by a few different keywords, think of a 
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synonymous or more focused title for your post or and plug it in the slug line that Yoast SEO 

provides.  

A good title should be more than just keywords and clever title tags though. A good title 

should be descriptive and emotionally powerful. Utilizing both appropriate keywords and 

attention-grabbing diction will compel users to click your link.xxxi Such strategies drive clickbait. 

Tabloid clickbait is a celebrity consumer reporting nightmare dressed up as mere trash 

journalism. Clearly, the time spent crafting a compelling title with well-chosen keywords and 

luring appeal is worth the effort if we should even receive an iota of the attention that such 

garbage attracts.   

 Meta descriptions 

 In search results, meta descriptions are the brief synopsis of webpage content that can be 

found underneath the green URL and title tag. Although search engines do not analyze keywords 

inside of the meta description field, these pithy blurbs are great way to draw visitors to your site. 

Typically, meta descriptions are only permitted to be 160 characters long.xxxii Once more, we will 

need to employ Yoast SEO to get the job done. Examining the Yoast SEO tool’s fields, you may 

notice a second field below the slug field designated “meta description.”  

Inside the meta description field, provide a succinct description of your blog entry. If you 

don’t, no worries. Like in the example below, WordPress will fill in the meta description 

automatically with other elements pulled from the page. However, this is an excellent 

opportunity to hook users by providing them with alternative keywords and a straightforward 

description of the content contained in the post. So much for SEO content strategies. Again, 

please see Appendix B for more useful resources from the good folks at Moz. 
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Geez, is there any way to just borrow content? 

We’ve already spoken about copyright violations, but you’re probably still wondering if 

there’s a legal way to get free content. The answer is yes. You can use other users’ content if you 

have their permission. Contact sites with similar content to yours and just ask if it’s okay to 

publish their work. Usually, someone will say yes if you attribute authorship to them and provide 

a backlink to the original source. Government resources consist of free public content. Peruse 

government sites and grab all the free content you want.xxxiii Just no mugshots or public records!  

Advertising companies called “advertorial services” give out free content like candy. This 

free content consists of advertising dressed up like news articles and informational pieces. One 

such company is ARAcontent, but there are many more like companies scattered across the 

web.xxxiv Use content-syndication websites. Content-syndication sites allow authors to post their 

blog entries so that others can use them for free. It’s not only a good place for you to snatch 

content, but it’s also a good place for you to harvest your own backlinks. Article Dashboard, The 

Open Director Project’s List of Content Providers, and GoArticles, all provide content-

syndication services.xxxv 
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Step 2D: Backlinking and social-media integration 

Backlinks are among the most important SEO page-ranking factors.  

Q: What is a backlink? 

A: A backlink is a link that connects one webpage to another. For instance, sometimes you’ll see 

backlinks embedded in articles. Hyperlinks, which are typically keywords that are underlined in 

blue, indicate a page has an external link to another source. The actual words inside the hyperlink 

are called “anchor text.” When you click hyperlinks, they send you another webpage. Several of 

the resources we’ve included here in our guide’s appendices have been hyperlinked by URL. 

Often enough, especially on social media, the entire string of the URL link is included in the 

hyperlink, making it look like it has hyphenated-like-crazy code attached to it. If someone shares 

a link and it leads back to one of your web properties, then it’s a backlink. Like social signals, 

backlinks act as votes for content. The more backlinks you have pointing to your webpage, the 

more its page ranking will grow. 

 

Once more, our overall goal is to outrank malicious actors who are using our name as a 

keyword for search engines. Our strategy thus far has been to hoard web properties that rank 

highly. We advance this strategy by backlinking our WordPress blog entries to our social-media 

accounts and by trying to get other websites and social-media users to backlink our content as 

well. Because internal links also pass authority, we will connect our WordPress posts together by 

grouping them into categories. Finally, we will use social-media integration to connect our 

WordPress blog to our social-media properties. In short, these steps will help us seize control 

over page ranking. Heavy backlinking and engagement will place our web properties within the 

opening pages of a search query and push the malicious actors’ web properties down.  
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Q: What is social-media integration? 

A: Social media integration is a marketing strategy to get users to share content between sites by 

providing a stimulus (such as a social-media button or icon) and streamlined method for doing 

so. 

 

Backlinking our own web properties together 

We backlink our WordPress blog entries to our social-media accounts so anyone visiting 

our profile is tempted to link to our primary web property. There are three primary ways we can 

backlink our WordPress. A) Copy and paste our URL and embed it. B) Use a create hyperlink 

function on a platform. C) Use HTML code to embed it. Because we assume our reader to be a 

novice, we’ll only cover method A. Please see WordPress’s tutorials linked in the appendices for 

guidance on method B. 

The copy and paste method   

1) In the address bar, highlight the entire URL (the string inside the address bar) of your 

WordPress by clicking the left mouse button and dragging it across the entire string. 

When highlighted in blue, right click the mouse and select “copy” from the dropdown 

menu. See image below. 
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2) Navigate to the social media platform you’d like to backlink to. Inside the post, comment, 

or Tweet, embed the link by simply right clicking the mouse and selecting paste from the 

dropdown menu. Add a description of the link or provide a comment. Click post. Check 

the link to make sure it lands on your WordPress. If it works, you’ve successfully 

backlinked your own WordPress to a social-media platform!  

Using internal linking to connect your WordPress blog entries together  

  You may be asking yourself what’s the purpose of internal linking. Even internal links 

that just connect pages together pass authority. Remember how backlinks are like votes? Well, so 

are internal links. These bad boys will give our site some juice.  
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  WordPress has two mechanisms by which it creates content, Posts and Pages. When you 

first begin a WordPress blog, you’ll basically have a simple homepage. As you create new blog 

entries, a small snapshot of the posts will be listed in reverse succession down the homepage. 

When clicked, each one expands into a self-contained post. Initially, WordPress will only list one 

category for posts, which is “uncategorized.”  

So, imagine we’ve already created our WordPress homepage, and we want to start 

internally linking together some of our posts. We will need to organize our posts by placing 

them into categories.  

1) In the WordPress Dashboard, navigate to the Posts tab and select Categories.  

2) On the left side of the page you will see a tab that allows you to create categories. Fill in 

the category name, a description, and then press the Add New Category button.  
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1) Next, in the Dashboard, click the Post tab again. Either open an old post or write a new 

one.  

2) On the Edit Post screen, you’ll notice a box labeled Categories. Simply place a check in 

the checkbox for the category you want to assign to your post. It will then internally link 

your current post to all other posts listed under that category. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the example below, there are a total of nine posts. Each of them is affiliated with a 

specific category. Here, we’ve created a total of three categories. Because all three categories 

represent different topics, we should try to link posts together that are within the same category. 

Now and again, it’s okay to link to posts outside of their category, but you shouldn’t make a 
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habit out of it. As a general rule, just try to keep posts you’re going to link together within 

thematically similar territory.   

 

 

Of course, we’ll need to optimize our individual posts before we send them on their way. 

WordPress has an entire universe of plugins you can choose from. Once more, when it comes to 

SEO plugins, you can never go wrong with the free version of Yoast SEO. Yoast has been and 

currently is a powerhouse and leader in the industry for SEO plugins. However, there are quite a 

few plugins available that you may wish to try specifically for internal linking, such as Yet 

Another Related Posts Plugin, WP Internal Links, and SEO Smart Links. 
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Harvesting those juicy backlinks 

Some sites offer a “Link to Us” function on their websites so users may interact with one 

another’s pages. Sites that offer “Link to Us” features should be utilized for the easy backlinks 

they provide. Register with online directories. Online directories reason for existence is to 

provide links to various sites. Google and other search engines use directories as a source for 

page ranking. Once more, this is an easy backlink that lets Google know, “Hey this guy has links 

pointing at his site!” Ask friends, family, business associates, and social-media pals (sometimes a 

separate category of friend, if we might say so ourselves) to link to your individual posts or 

website.  

Contact sites hosting a similar subject matter and offer to trade backlinks. Use discussion 

groups and web forums to backlink to your website. Any opportunity to openly share your 

content should be used to your advantage. Possibly the best way to get those juicy backlinks is to 

publish content in a well-respected source, leaving a backlink to your website in your authorial 

information. However, most of us will have to pound the proverbial pavement looking for places 

to backlink our content. You shouldn’t let this detract from your efforts. If it takes awhile to 

build a sound foundation for our website, so much the better. At least we know we’ve earned our 

reward. 

Social-media integration 

The purpose of integrating our social-social media accounts is to encourage users to share 

our content or to link to one of our other web properties. Certain WordPress plugins allow you to 

create buttons that share directly to social-media pages when users click on their icon. Sharaholic 

and Better Click to Tweet are just two such available services. Such buttons beckon users to 
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share our content because of their ease of use and streamlined efficiency. Users don’t have to go 

out of their way to share. Plus, we’re providing them with the stimulus to share our content. 

 

 

 

 

 

Other WordPress plugins, like Yoast SEO, allow you to supply your Facebook, Twitter, 

and Pinterest account information, and they will post your fresh content to these platforms 

automatically when you update your blog. Utilizing services like Yoast will obviously save you 

time and mental energy; anything that helps us in this regard is worth trying. StudioPress, Woo 

Themes, and Beaver Builder allow you to create icons that link to your social-media accounts. 

You can insert them on the sidebar, footer, or header of your WordPress pages. When someone 

engages with our social-media accounts, it encourages further immersion with our content 

overall.  

 

Finally, certain social-media platforms, like Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter, offer an 

integration option themselves. However, social-media platforms often only allow for one 

outgoing link. In other words, you’ll have to choose which accounts you want to link together. 

That is unless you use a Linkkle account. Linkkle allows you to create a hub that holds ten 
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outgoing links. Linkkle then provides you with a “master link” or linkkle that you insert in lieu 

of a link to an outgoing website or social-media account. When someone clicks on the linkkle, 

they’ll be taken to the hub holding all your social-profile links. Services such as Linkkle should 

be used to circumvent the one-link-max problem. For a list of other helpful resources see 

Appendix B. 

Some final thoughts 

You’ve just received a crash-course in web research and basic search engine 

optimization. We realize it probably felt like pulling your own teeth with pliers. You’ve also sat 

through enough moralizing to head off to Tibet and become a monk. If you’ve wondered why or 

thought it extreme, the next section delves into the why and aims to show we’re no extremists.  
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Section 2: Self-Reputation Management Leveraging Removal 

Methods, Advocacy, and Law—the Fight for Your Life (the Sword) 

“I believe in the resistance as I believe there can be no light without shadow; or rather, no 
shadow unless there is also light.” 
―Margaret Atwood, The Handmaid’s Tale 
 
  

Sigh. If that wasn’t enough, am I right? Now, these crazies want me to join a movement. 

Not quite, my friend. But you just don’t get to chop somebody up with your sword either. We 

must use a few public and private resources in attempt to get removals done. In other words, at 

minimum, you must be a consumer advocate. We’ll also briefly examine some of the laws we 

can use to obtain removals. Finally, we’ll explore how we can actively participate in changing 

the law. Some of these recommendations will be contingent upon the circumstances of your 

character damage. For instance, if your case involves humiliation or slander, you might not find 

the subsection on expungements particularly useful. We’ll point that out where we think it’s 

necessary.      

 

Q: What is a consumer advocate?  

A: Consumer advocates take actions to promote and protect the interests of the buying public. 

 

A brief detour for a word of explanation 

Geez. How to explain this. The big players in tech have enjoyed what might be called the 

liberalization of the market. Don’t worry about looking up liberalization. It just means there’s 

very little regulation online. In 1996, Senator Ron Wyden (D-OR) and Chris Cox (R-CA) 

introduced Section 230(c) to the Communications Decency Act (CDA 230). CDA 230 provides a 
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type of blanket protection from liability to tech companies and users for content posted by third 

parties. Under common-law principles, a publisher of defamatory statements about others has the 

same liability for the statement as the speaker.xxxvi CDA 230 eliminates the liability of publishers 

concerning content created by third parties. In case of CDA 230, a third party is a speaker, user, 

or content creator on a platform who is not affiliated with the platform or website. Unfortunately, 

this has been interpreted by courts across the United States to mean Internet platforms and 

websites are immune to lawsuits concerning content.  

Google critic Siva Vaidhyanathan claims such a hands-off approach to governing the 

Internet has been the cumulative result of neoliberal policies paired with a techno-

fundamentalism, the belief that technology can solve all our problems.xxxvii Without any 

safeguards in place, content creators, publishers, and of course the platforms themselves turned 

to weaponizing free speech for ad revenue, attention harvesting, and vendetta. Decades of 

unregulated activity allowed the free market to flourish online, and in its wake online character 

damage became a predominate feature of life on the Internet.  

Broadly speaking, on Web 2.0, basically everyone interacts through a type of Internet 

platform: a networking platform (social media), a business platform (Amazon), a banking 

platform (PayPal), or a publishing platform (GoDaddy), or some combination of all four (search 

engines like Google network you into all these networks). Sometimes websites or blogs will host 

others’ content, run RSS feeds (syndicated news), aggregate public records (mugshot sites), or 

encourage commenting (Yelp, for instance), in which case your standard blog, social-media 

account, or website may be considered a platform for third-party content as well.xxxviii  

Businesses, websites, content creators, and users interact through such intermediaries. 

Although tech platforms and users are protected from liability for third-party postings, so-called 
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third-party users or content creators are only third-parties in relation to you through whichever 

intermediary. That is, they—the content creators themselves—are not protected from liability for 

consumer protection, privacy, or defamation claims.xxxix Just the intermediary is.   

 If a website has ads, either they or the web host is collecting revenue for advertising. If a 

website or user publishes sensitive information (with or without ads), then they’re a “publisher” 

or content creator. Remember, Internet “publishers” are immune to liability, but content creators 

are not. Thus, our windows of opportunity open. We will use these two facts to pursue our 

aggressors using consumer protection and privacy laws. But first, we’ll examine the road to 

removal provided by Google and social-media platforms themselves. 

 

Step1A: Google and social-media takedown requests 

 Being a benevolent entity, Google has provided consumers with the ability to request 

information to be taken down. If you have legal paperwork, such as a court-mandated injunction, 

Google claims they will take down the material. However, they’ve been known to ignore these 

decisions, choosing arbitrarily whether to remove a URL, even after litigants have spent 

thousands of dollars trying to obtain injunctive relief.xl Google gives a list of internal policies 

that they claim not to tolerate. Among the list are illegal activities, malicious or deceptive 

practices, hate speech, and harassment. For their full list, go to: 

https://www.google.com/+/policy/content.html.  

Based upon your individual circumstance, Google will decide whether your aggressor has 

violated their policies and possibly issue a takedown. They’re a private company that makes 

private decisions regarding what they consider to be a violation of their policies. This method of 

takedown may or may not work. What’s the upshot? There is power in numbers. The 
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accumulated force of our community’s takedown requests will force Google to reevaluate their 

position.  

1) Go to: https://support.google.com/legal/troubleshooter/1114905?hl=en  

2) Select whatever Google services the offender is using to abuse you. 

3) Select what you believe to be the underlying issue. 

4) Fill out the data fields if available. 

Almost all roads lead to the following statement: “Google.com is a US site regulated by 

US law. Google provides access to publicly available webpages, but does not control the content 

of any of the billions of pages currently in the index. Given this fact, and pursuant to Section 

230(c) of the Communications Decency Act, Google does not remove allegedly defamatory 

material from our search results.” In other words, they’re using the blanket protection we spoke 

about briefly at the beginning of this section to deny removal. Why? Advertising dollars. More 

on Google’s advertising empire and what you can do about it to come. 

A quick note about social-media takedowns 

Twitter, Facebook, and other social-media platforms have their own user policies, and 

they often allow you to report abuse. A violator could be suspended for a period because of an 

infraction, and some platforms like Facebook might issue a takedown of the offending content. 

In other words, if someone is harassing you on social-media platform, report it. Depending upon 

the platform, there’s a chance they’ll take it down. Yet, once again, it depends on the nature of 

your character damage and the individual platform’s policies.  

Some platforms, such as Twitter, only allow you to block users who are offending you, 

whereas Facebook might actually remove the content. Our society’s push against bullying and 
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revenge porn has forced social-media platforms to directly address these issues, increasing the 

likelihood they’ll provide a remedy in extreme cases of harassment or abuse.  

Mugshots, on the other hand, have been designated public records, and so there is no 

legal obligation to remove them. Twitter and Facebook both permit mugshot sites. Facebook also 

allows vigilantes and police departments to publish mugshots as well. As to whether they will 

provide you with a remedy, once more, it just depends on the individual platform’s policies and 

the context of your case. 

 

Step1B: WHOIS directory web host takedown 

 The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is a nonprofit that 

maintains databases related to namespace, the words and symbols that denote websites. 

ICANN’s WHOIS directory (pronounced as who is) is a database that stores registered users of 

domain names and IP addresses. You may attempt a takedown using the WHOIS directory by 

going directly to the source—the offender’s web host. 

1) Go to your aggressor’s website and copy the URL using the click and slide method 

described in Step2C of Section 1. 

2) Navigate to https://whois.icann.org/en  

3) Paste the URL into the Look Up search bar. 
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The WHOIS search function will retrieve basic information regarding the domain name 

owner and their hosting service from its database. You can see underneath each Contact field that 

this particular operator is hiding his name with Domains By Proxy—a company owned by 

GoDaddy—that enables extortionists and vigilante cowards to cloak their identities.  

   

 

  Nevertheless, you’ll notice under Registrar field below that the name of the hosting 

service has been provided. Using the “” operator from Section 1, plug the name of the hosting 

service into Google. Navigate to the web hosting service’s webpage and locate their Terms of 

Service (ToS) and Report Abuse feature. Review the ToS and fill out a complaint about the 

antagonist’s website, which details how you believe the aggressor is violating the platform’s 

polices. This method may or may not work. Some web hosting services like GoDaddy may side 

with the terrorists on this one. 
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An interesting side note 

If you contact Domains By Proxy and you’ve brought a ringer with you, such as your 

state attorney general, they may work with you to disclose the website operator. You see if the 

state attorney general’s office really wants the email address of the owner, they can get it by 

court order. If you explain the situation in its entirety, using the paperwork from the state 

attorney general’s office to back up your claim, Domains By Proxy could possibly tell the web 

operator to let off or they’ll have to disclose their identity. It sounds unlikely, and truthfully it 

may not work in all cases. However, we’ve managed to secure a takedown or two in just this 

fashion.   

 

Step1C: DMCA takedown requests 

 The Digital Millennium Copyright Act provides copyright holders the ability to request 

stolen images, content, videos, music, etc. to be removed. If you are the creator, you are the 

copyright holder and may use the DMCA to take down the offending content. Using the “” 

operator from Section 1, locate a free DMCA takedown generator. Use the DMCA takedown 
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generator to create a copyright complaint against the perpetrator. Next, navigate to ICANN’s 

WHOIS directory. Follow the steps in Step1B to find your antagonist’s web host. Finally, go to 

the web host’s webpage and submit your DMCA takedown request. You may also want to try 

submitting a copy of your DMCA takedown request to Google as well (see Step 1A). Again, this 

is a may or may not work scenario. 

 

Step1D: Pursuing aggressors using your state attorney general 

If you see ads on a website, either the website or web host is collecting advertising 

revenue. If a website is distributing sensitive information about you, then they are a “publisher” 

or content creator. Hence, we may pursue the perpetuator using consumer protection laws. Our 

first course of action is to file a consumer complaint with our state attorney general. State 

attorney generals’ offices mediate consumer complaints between parties. Basically, they’ll try to 

help you obtain removal.  

Every state has a different process for filing a consumer complaint. Most states have an 

electronic form for filing; however, some still make you file your complaint by snail mail. Using 

the “” operator from Section 1, navigate to your state attorney general’s office. Regardless, if 

you file by snail mail or online, you’ll be asked some basic information about the incident, such 

as the date range, details about any monetary transactions, etc.  

Some of the information they ask may not be relevant to your case. Just ignore those 

fields. They will ask you for an offline business address for the offending website. You’ll have to 

do some digging, no doubt. A number of these cowards hide. If you can’t find their address, 

you’ll have to leave it blank. But the attorney general’s office will do their best anyway.  
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Most importantly, they will ask you for your narrative. Yes, they’ll want to know your 

side of the story so that they can better argue your case. Follow the letter writing procedures 

below to compose a short compelling case against your aggressor, leveraging the consumer 

protection and privacy laws cited in Step 1G. 

 

 

Our narrative 

We will approach our consumer complaint by employing rhetorical techniques taught in 

college composition classes the world over. This process is not as daunting as it sounds. In fact, 

you shouldn’t be surprised to find yourself already familiar with some these basic concepts. First, 

we must always consider the audience, as it is our audience that determines the tone and diction 
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we’ll use throughout our complaint. Our narrative must pinpoint the problem and describe the 

nature of the incident. Finally, our narrative should prescribe a remedy for the problem: It must 

tell why we believe our aggressor should be forced to take down the infringing information or 

images. And it must ground our case in consumer protection, civil rights, or privacy laws.  

Who is our audience? Although our missive is being sent to the state attorney general, it 

will also be sent to the company itself. It’s always a good idea to remain calm and maintain a 

respectful tone when penning a consumer complaint.xli After all, the goal is to achieve a 

takedown through mediation, which essentially means negotiation. We always trap more flies 

with honey than vinegar. Recognizing the need to preserve our composure, we should address 

our interlocutors as though they are authorities deserving of our respect. In a nutshell, be 

courteous and use appropriate language.  

Our “thesis statement,” or main sentence driving our narrative, should be clear and 

precise.xlii We should state right up front what are our problem is. Our thesis will be the thread 

that weaves the remainder of our composition together; thus, it should be specific, cut to the 

chase, and not leave matters open to interpretation. “Thesis statements” and “main sentences” are 

just formal designations for a topical sentence that tells our audience what our complaint is all 

about. 

After we develop a compelling and forceful thesis statement, we need to fill in the 

proverbial blanks with concrete details. Our details just flesh out our account of what happened. 

If our thesis statement is what our complaint is about, then our details simply tell the story of 

how, when, where, and why the narrative has arrived at the attorney general’s doorstep. Our 

most important detail relates how the offensive content has affected our life, giving specific 

emphasis to lost job opportunities, problems obtaining credit, and troubles securing housing. 
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That is not your cue to over embellish the story or ham it up. It is your opportunity to relate 

crucial information about how the malicious actor has infringed upon our privacy, consumer 

protection, and civil rights.  

Furthermore, it is your chance to tug on the heartstrings of some hopeless sap like 

yourself whose job it is to mediate our complaint for us. However, we should always go light on 

evidence because more than likely the first paragraph is the only one which will be read 

carefully.xliii Although it is very important to include names, dates, times, and locations, we 

needn’t turn our brief telling into a full-fledged novella. Our complaint all told shouldn’t surpass 

one full page in length; thus, our details shouldn’t surpass one paragraph’s length. If you have 

documents such as screenshots, receipts, email correspondence, etc., you may attach them 

separately at the end of the complaint-making process. 

Finally, we must prescribe a resolution.xliv We want nothing less than removal. We need 

to voice that clearly and forcefully. Stating it clearly means expressing outright that you want the 

record removed. Stating it forcefully requires a little more sophisticated maneuvering. We must 

include the jargon of the law in attempt to persuade our audience that our claims aren’t 

unfounded. We needn’t be a paralegal or lawyer to do so.  

A small caveat emptor (buyer beware) 

 We are not lawyers, and none the following should be considered legal advice. 

Following in the tradition of prison lawyers everywhere, we simply give philosophical and 

legal arguments based upon our ruminations and research. We describe the processes and 

arguments that we’ve used in the past to secure assistance from the attorney general’s office 

and to file complaints with the FTC. That being said, take all suggestions contained herein 

with a proverbial grain of salt. 
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Below in Step 1G, we provide you with the descriptions of a number of consumer 

protection, civil rights, and privacy laws. Although you may use some of the privacy laws and 

EEOC protections to flesh out your argument against your aggressor, our consumer protection 

agencies are not obligated to enforce these laws. Instead, you should always use the Fair Credit 

Reporting Act as the primary ground for your complaints, to both the state attorney general and 

the FTC.  

If they’re running ads, we’ll be sure to emphasize they’re content creators distributing 

unregulated consumer reports for ad revenue. If they’re just “publishers” (no ads), we’ll say 

they’re simply content creators distributing unregulated consumer reports for attention 

harvesting and page ranking purposes (an alternative value). The former places importance on 

the fact they’re disseminating unregulated information for monetary purposes, and the latter just 

places importance on fact they’re creating unregulated consumer reports, period.  

This is not a trivial distinction. If they have ads, quite simply the claim holds more weight 

(as they meet more definitional requirements for being considered a CRA). However, this 

doesn’t mean you shouldn’t file a complaint if your aggressor is merely a content creator. You’ll 

note we’ve shifted from calling them content creators and “publishers” to just calling them 

content creators. We’ll get to that momentarily. You can use the following philosophical 

argument in combination with the fact that your perpetrator collects ad revenue, or you can use it 

in the case where your aggressor is just a content creator. 

In law and philosophy, there’s room for debating definitions. We gladly concede this is 

more of a philosophical argument than a legal one. We are going to call each and every 

incarnation of a record, image, video, text, or what have you on a webpage part of a “novel 

composition” because our aggressor’s republishing of the information is transformative in 
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nature. At least in terms of copyright and fair use, websites and search engines have used this 

argument themselves to fend off litigants. In other words, our claim is that websites, blogs, and 

platforms create new content, even when what they do appears to be merely a copy-and-paste 

job of others’ content. In a nutshell, our claim is they’re no longer mere intermediaries, but 

creative contributors.  

Why? For one, because that exact configuration of the material didn’t exist before. Links, 

snippets, editorial commentary, watermarks, and comments sections can all be said to be 

authorial contributions or at minimum transformative enough to make it something distinct from 

the original source material. Although CDA 230 has been used to block such claims in the 

United States, similar arguments have been used in Australia to combat defamation.xlv However, 

for two, and more importantly, the information’s function is repurposed.  

Websites, blogs, search engines, and platforms transform public records from being mere 

bureaucratic tools (in the case of court records) or simple instances of free expression (in the case 

of defamatory blogs, social media, or websites) into being consumer reports, as they create 

compilations of sensitive information and place them before the public (including landlords, 

creditors, and employers) on the Internet (a public distribution portal) for leveraging against 

users as consumers (if not for ad revenue, then merely for the alternative value they generate 

through clicks). Although you shouldn’t include this full argument in your complaint, you may 

wish to pull concepts from it in order to flesh out your account or justify your claim. Regardless, 

if precedence in case law proves our claims to be incorrect, or quite simply there’s not enough 

intellectual or critical rigor for our claims to hold in a court of law, the attorney general’s office 

is going to contact our aggressor and attempt mediation anyway. And that fact is the most 

important thing here. 
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Obviously, it would be wise to review the descriptions of these laws before filing a 

complaint with your state attorney general. The following list of complaints represent some of 

the possible grounds for our claim that we may employ when filing with the state attorney 

general’s office.    

1) The website is violating the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) by distributing 

unregulated consumer reports over the Internet (our primary ground for all complaints). 

2) The website is intruding upon your solitude. 

3) The website is disclosing private information, releasing EEOC-protected data. 

4) The website is appropriating your name, information, or image for advertising purposes. 

5) The website is putting you in a false light. 

So, what will happen? 

 The attorney general’s office will contact the perpetrator and use mediation strategies in 

attempt to get your information taken down. The attorney general’s office has the power to 

penalize with fines and force court-ordered injunctions (meaning the offender will be penalized 

unless they comply with the court order). Although this is the case, don’t get your hopes up that 

the attorney general’s office will pursue our offenders in court. This strategy works because of 

the mere threat of government interference. The perpetrator gets a sense of the lengths you’ll go 

to obtain a takedown and they back off. Small comfort? Sound like it won’t work?  

We’ve personally been able to get many records removed just by force of threat. By 

summoning the attorney general’s office, we’re bringing in a ringer to fight for us. For a bully, 

it’s the equivalent of seeing a bigger bully step up to protect us. Sometimes, it works. 

Sometimes, it does not. However, like Google takedowns, the more requests received by our 
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respective attorney generals, the more likely they’ll be forced to confront this issue. If enough 

consumers complain about something, they will be compelled to reevaluate their position.  

 

Step 1E: Filing a complaint with the FTC 

 The Federal Trade Commission polices trade in the United States. Like your state 

attorney general, this federal agency has the power to penalize with fines and force takedowns by 

court-mandated injunctions. This agency is less likely to engage in mediation or investigate your 

individual claim. Our purpose here is to let our perpetrator know we’re serious. If enough 

complaints are filed, the FTC will open an investigation. This is more or less a long-term strategy 

to force the government to confront our issue. So, we must once again fill out an online 

complaint form.  

1) Navigate to https://www.ftc.gov/. 

2) Select “File a Consumer Complaint.” 

3) Select “Internet Services, Online Shopping, or Computers.” 

4) Select “Internet Services.” 

5) Select “Social Networking Services” for social media or “Other Website Issues” for 

websites on Google. 

6) Fill in or leave blank fields regarding date ranges and monetary transactions.  

7) Supply the offender’s information. At minimum, list the website’s name and provide the 

URL. 

8) Fill in your own contact information.  

9) Write your complaint in the following field: 
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Once more, we must develop a compelling thesis, provide concrete details, and prescribe 

a course of action grounded in consumer protection, privacy law, or civil rights. See Step1G for 

descriptions of consumer protection and privacy laws. Of course, no matter which of these laws 

we use to flesh out our claim, we always use the Fair Credit Reporting Act as our primary 

ground, and we always close by relating how it has affected us as a consumer, giving specific 

emphasis to lost job opportunities, problems obtaining credit, and troubles securing housing. 

Remember, if they’re collecting money for advertising, we’ll say they’re content creators 

distributing unregulated consumer reports for ad revenue. If they’re just content creators or 

publishers (no ads), we’ll say they’re simply content creators distributing unregulated consumer 

reports for an alternative value.  

More than likely, filing a complaint with the FTC will not lead to an immediate removal. 

However, it might work over the long haul. If enough people contact them, they will be forced to 

investigate the issue and possibly reevaluate their position. This is an easy step to shrug off. 

Don’t shrug off this step! We’ll need to file two of these complaints. Our first complaint is 
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against our direct aggressor (the offending website). We’ll need to return to this process later to 

file a second complaint. See Step2B for information on the second complaint.   

 

Step1F: Leveraging expungements for takedown requests (optional)  

 Specific to mugshot extortion cases, expungements offer one of the best opportunities for 

removal. Expungements mandate that state databases seal your criminal record. Expungement 

laws differ per state. We must use our “” operator once more to retrieve our state’s 

expungement law. After reviewing the conditions for expungement, you can either hire a lawyer 

to file it for you or have it done at a pro-bono expungement clinic. 

 Locate pro-bono expungement clinics in your city or state by using the “” operator to 

search all combinations of terms likely to produce the desired results. For example, type in the 

search bar: “Indianapolis” “Indiana” “free (or “pro bono”) expungement.” Some research should 

divulge whether anyone in your area runs free expungement clinics. You may not have such free 

services available in your area. It’s been our experience that most free expungement clinics are 

run by universities. University law departments are a good place to further your research, if your 

Internet search results come up empty. 

 Expungement automatically removes material from state databases, but not other sources. 

You’ll have to reach out to each mugshot website individually and present them with your 

expungement paperwork. Be nice! Do not antagonize or demand action. It’s been our experience 

that some mugshot sites will accept expungement paperwork and remove the offending material. 

Remember, none of these mugshot operators want anything to do with the law. They know 

they’re involved in a highly unethical, possibly even human rights violating, activity, even if the 

laws haven’t caught up with them yet. 
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 Expungement paperwork gives you the right to claim you’ve been forgiven for your past 

offense. Plus, it places the power of the law on your side. Almost all mugshot sites provide 

contact information and a place to submit paperwork. Although costly and time-consuming, 

expungements offer an opportunity to remove your mugshot from a number of sites with one fell 

swoop. If a mugshot site should deny your takedown request, following the procedures in 

Step1D you should file a complaint against the mugshot site with your state attorney general, 

leveraging your expungement paperwork in conjunction with consumer reporting laws (FCRA).   

 

Step 1G: Consumer protection & privacy laws and leveraging removals by lawsuit 

(optional) 

 Using applicable laws, you can hire a lawyer and file a lawsuit against your perpetrator to 

force a takedown. The success of such lawsuits is typically contingent upon the nature of your 

individual case. Most of these lawsuits center around the handful of privacy, defamation, and 

consumer torts. Obviously, you’ll need to hire a lawyer or find pro-bono services to help you. 

We’ll eschew defamation torts, giving you room to do some research on your own. But we’ll 

describe a handful of privacy laws and consumer protections here to get you started in the 

research process. The descriptions below may also be used for filing your consumer complaints 

with your attorney state general or the FTC. 

Intrusion of solitude:  

Intrusion of solitude is a physical or electronic invasion of privacy.xlvi Intrusion of 

solitude claims rest on establishing the following four criteria: The breach must be intentional, 

capable of being considered offensive by a reasonable person, disclose a private matter, and 

cause mental anguish or suffering.xlvii The intention criterion demands the plaintiff establish the 
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defendant purposely compromised the former’s privacy through either physical trespass or 

technological means, such as a binoculars or wiretapping devices. The second criterion delimits 

the range of what is considered offensive to that which “reasonable person” would find 

objectionable. Embarrassment or mere discomfort do not meet this threshold. The third criterion 

mandates the intrusion disclose a private matter. Typically, this element requires the plaintiff to 

have a reasonable expectation of privacy. The last criterion stipulates the breach causes mental 

anguish or suffering to the victim.  

False Light: 

False light is the publication of facts that unfairly spotlight a person. Like defamation 

torts, false light claims protect people against false, implied, or offensive statements about them. 

False light claims must meet four criteria as well: The offending information must be published 

widely, be capable of being considered offensive to a reasonable person, identify the victim, and 

place the defendant at fault.xlviii Widely circulating inaccurate statements through publication is a 

central criterion of false light claims. Typically, the publishing requirement distinguishes false 

light from run-of-the-mill defamation torts.  

Once more, the second criterion delimits the range of what is considered offensive to that 

which “reasonable person” would find objectionable. Of course, as before, embarrassment or 

mere discomfort do not meet this threshold. The third criterion stipulates the plaintiff must be 

clearly identified. This establishes the defendant’s intention to specifically elucidate the plaintiff. 

The last criterion simply demonstrates the defendant is responsible for the offending disclosure.   

Public disclosure of private information: 

The public disclosure of private facts is the revelation and diffusion of truthful and 

private information that a reasonable person would find disagreeable.xlix Like the name suggests, 
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a private fact is truthful information that one never intended to release to the public. A private 

fact may include sensitive forms of information, such as the categories of information protected 

by the EEOC, like sexual orientation. A private fact might also include sensitive health 

information, such as if one has contracted a sexually transmitted disease or undergone gender-

reassignment surgery.  

Public disclosure of private facts claims must demonstrate the following four criteria: The 

disclosure in question must be public, a private fact, capable of being considered offensive to a 

reasonable person, and not newsworthy.l The first criterion requires the defendant to have 

publicly disclosed the private information. The second demands the information be a private fact. 

The third, of course, delimits the range of what is considered offensive to that which “reasonable 

person” would find objectionable. Finally, the information cannot be considered to be of public 

interest, meaning not of public concern.      

Appropriation: 

  Appropriation of an image or name is the unauthorized use one’s likeness for commercial 

and non-commercial purposes.li In other words, appropriation claims rest upon some aspect of a 

plaintiff’s identity being used without their permission. Appropriation claims must meet three 

criteria: The appropriation of one’s likeness must include the use of a protected attribute (such as 

name or image), the absence of permission for said use, and exploitation of the protected 

attribute for private gain.lii  

The first criterion simply stipulates some aspect of one’s likeness, such as your name or 

image, has been commandeered. The second demands the defendant has taken advantage of the 

plaintiff’s protected attributes without permission. The third criterion must demonstrate the 

appropriation has been done for exploitative or commercial purposes. Especially noteworthy for 
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our purposes is the notion of our names being used in a web domain. If you have an attacker who 

operates a website that uses your domain name, there is established legal precedence for a right 

of publicity claim, a special variant of appropriation involving commercial use of one’s name.  

Leveraging the Fair Credit Reporting Act: 

The Fair Credit Reporting Act is a consumer protection law that prescribes rules for how 

credit reporting agencies (CRAs) may handle your data while providing background checks or 

credit scores.liii For our purposes, the two most important features of the Fair Credit Reporting 

Act are that CRAs are required to correct outdated or inaccurate information and that CRAs 

must obtain your permission to supply information to employers. Most states also require 

employers to seek permission before running a background check.  

You might remember from Section 1 that the Fair Credit Reporting Act defines CRAs as 

“any person which, for monetary fees, dues, or on a cooperative nonprofit basis, regularly 

engages in whole or in part in the practice of assembling or evaluating consumer credit 

information or other information on consumers for the purpose of furnishing consumer reports to 

third parties.”liv CRAs compile their consumer reports from other data aggregators called 

“information suppliers” or data brokers. Information suppliers, too, must be in compliance with 

the FCRA.  

Google’s mission statement is “to organize the world's information and make it 

universally accessible and useful.” It’s takes no leap of the imagination to infer that the “world’s 

information” includes consumer information and that universal accessibility includes employers, 

creditors, and landlords. As of 2014, upwards of eighty percent of all employers used Google to 

screen candidates before inviting them for an interview.lv  
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Although the FTC has ruled screeners may use Internet search engine results for 

background checks, they must still adhere to the FCRA. Google controls the flow of information 

over the Internet, and their services encourage employers and information suppliers to break the 

law by not seeking permission before they, respectively, conduct background checks or provide 

online consumer reports. In this way, the screener or information supplier may skirt the Fair 

Credit Reporting Act, the former making adverse decisions without giving the candidate the 

chance to dispute the information and the latter distributing inaccurate records. Because it’s all 

done via Internet search results, it comes without risk of liability. And Google may enjoy the 

fruits of its unregulated consumer reporting empire. It’s a win for all parties, except the 

applicant.  

University of Maryland Professor of Law Frank A. Pasquale has argued the Fair Credit 

Reporting Act (FCRA) should be applied to publishers and data aggregators alike.lvi Testifying 

before The Subcommittee on Communications and Technology and the Subcommittee on Digital 

Commerce and Consumer Protection in 2017 over the Equifax breach, Pasquale explained the 

secretive nature of algorithms has negative ramifications for consumers.lvii Using trade-secreted 

algorithms, search engines and social media sites present aggregated data on consumers 

unhampered by the regulations that are enforced on traditional institutions such as consumer 

reporting agencies and marketplace lenders.  

Companies like Facebook and Google represent a new threat to reputation, compiling 

hoards of data on consumers, which can easily be abused by end-users.lviii Enacted in the 1970s, 

the FCRA was meant to provide consumers and data controllers with a fair balance between 

privacy and free speech. Today’s primary data aggregators are not found within the narrow 

margins that define traditional consumer reporting agencies; yet instead, they’re found within 
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much broader definition that delimits general-purpose search engines and social media 

providers.lix  

Dr. Julia Powles claims search engine links are “the building blocks of our identity” and 

yet simultaneously have become “the substrate of the digital economy.”lx Even if Google doesn’t 

create the data points, they certainly compile the data, layout it in easily analyzable form (novel 

compositions in the form of links), target the interest of screeners, and distribute consumer 

information to garner advertising revenue. Moreover, we may consider anyone providing 

consumer information to Google an information supplier.  

When we file a complaint against an individual website, we’ll claim the website creates 

the unregulated consumer report, and when we file a complaint later against Google itself, we’ll 

say Google creates the unregulated consumer report (and call the individual website an 

information supplier). Both Google and their information suppliers (your perpetrators’ websites) 

should be subject to the Fair Credit Reporting Act, which, incidentally, has striking similarities 

to Europe’s General Data Protection Rules (GDPR).  

Codified as Regulation (EU) 2016/679, GDPR’s finer attributes include consent rules for 

data processing, breach notification policies, right to access and data portability requirements, as 

well as the now infamous right-to-be-forgotten rule.lxi GDPR also mandates would-be data 

processors to maintain data protection officers to ensure conformity with the law, and it 

establishes stiff penalties for noncompliance.  

Similar to GDPR’s consent rule, the FCRA requires third parties in certain cases, such as 

with employers, to seek a consumer’s authorization before they process their data.lxii Like GDPR, 

the FCRA mandates consumers have a right to access all information a consumer reporting 

agency has on file about them. Though the FCRA doesn’t have a data portability requirement, it 
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does give consumers the right to ask for a credit score and the right to know whether information 

is being used against them. Most importantly, FCRA dictates that consumers have the right to 

dispute negative information in their file and have it deleted should it be inaccurate, incomplete, 

unverifiable, or outdated, thereby essentially establishing a limited Right to Be Forgotten.  

The big-five companies (Google, Facebook, Apple, Microsoft and Amazon) spending 

fifty-seven million dollars lobbying congress in 2017 alonelxiii could possibly be viewed 

cynically as a move to preempt regulation. The American people are calling on our legislature 

and protection agencies to resist tech’s attempts to pervert justice and diminish privacy. Though 

the tech industry has produced bountiful fruits within our markets, it is well past time our 

milkmaids at the FTC deflate this cash cow with meaningful regulation such as the FCRA, 

holding them liable when needed and hammering them with still more severe regulations, such 

as antitrust measures, should they continue to persist.  

Nevertheless, we should leverage the Fair Credit Reporting Act in all of our complaints 

to the FTC and state attorney general. We will also use the FCRA in the letters we will be 

writing to our congressmen and a few notable congressional committees in Step2A and Step2B. 

See subsection “Cadence to arms” for more on the FCRA. 

Using the FCRA against employer who uses Internet search results without seeking 

permission        

Once more, employers must have your permission to conduct a background check. And 

again, to reiterate, the FTC has ruled employers may use Internet search engine results to 

conduct screening, but they must still adhere to the FCRA. In other words, during the course of 

an interview, if an employer should disclose information regarding your past that he would only 

be privy to by conducting a background check, and you’ve never given your permission to the 
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employer to conduct a background check, there’s a decent chance the employer is in violation of 

the Fair Credit Reporting Act. You would file such a claim directly against the employer, not the 

search engine or perpetrator. If this should happen, demand to see your copy of the credit report. 

If there is no credit report or the employer admits screening you off the Internet and doesn’t 

provide you with the opportunity to contest the information, it is your responsibility to file a 

complaint against them, as it will save others from facing a like violation at their hands.  

Leveraging EEOC-protected categories of information: 

 The EEOC is a distinct entity from the FTC and your state attorney general. The federal 

government has stipulated that certain categories of information cannot be used against you for 

employment screening, and it’s the EEOC’s job to enforce these rules. These categories include 

race, color, religion, sex (including pregnancy, gender identity, and sexual orientation), national 

origin, age (40 or older), disability, or genetic information.lxiv When filing a complaint with the 

EEOC, we must make it against a specific employer that you believe has unfairly deliberated 

toward you in the screening process, rather than levying our accusations in respect to our online 

perpetrators. However, when filing our complaints against our online perpetrators with the FTC 

and state attorney general, we may still leverage these protected categories to our advantage, 

even though neither body is obligated to enforce them. 

 

Step 1H: Other consumer agencies to contact 

 Alongside the FTC and the states attorney generals watching over our consumer 

protection are a few other federal agencies and nonprofits we may file complaints with. You may 

file a complaint with the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Internet Crime Complaint Center, the 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, the Federal Communications Commission, and the Equal 
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Employment Opportunities Commission. If you’ve been able to ascertain that your aggressor is 

an international operative from abroad, you may file an additional consumer complaint with the 

FTC at econsumer.gov.  

The Better Business Bureau, Privacy Rights Clearing House, Consumer Watchdog are 

just a few nonprofit resources that allow you to file a complaint and publicly expose unethical 

business practices. Sometimes nonprofits make you list your contact information publicly on the 

complaint. Whenever you file a consumer complaint, make sure you elect not to share your 

contact information publicly, if this option is available. If you do not, you may accidently 

compromise your own privacy and expose yourself to further reputational harm on the Internet, 

in an eerie phenomenon enabled by free speech absolutism known as the Streisand Effect, named 

so in mockery of vulnerable people seeking relief.    

Introduction to Advocacy 

 Trust me, we realize using a real sword would be much easier and probably much more 

enjoyable at this point, and we totally empathize.  Unfortunately, we must use the pen. No, not as 

a shank either. Long story short, we must engage in advocacy if we want to change the law. 

Yeah, yeah. Let me guess. You don’t even vote. That’s how much you trust the guvmint. We dig. 

We dig. We’d share our own opinion if we weren’t about to disperse a document across the 

Internet with our names on it (see A word about self-censorship before we go any further 

under Step2A in Section 1). 

 Nonetheless, we’re not asking you to go marching in the streets; in fact, we’re not even 

asking you to leave your desk. You’ll perform your advocacy from wherever you’re working on 

our ongoing project. Remember that whole spiel in Section 1 about self-reputation management 
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being an ongoing process? If you ever want “the ongoing” to cease completely, we need to 

obtain removal or change the law.  

 How are you going to change the law? One vote let alone one man can’t effect change. I 

cannot contest that because one vote is worth one vote. One equals one, no doubt. It is the 

combined power of many votes and many voices that effects change. Your voice will be one 

among a cacophony of voices. A brief word about responsibility: There are many people already 

raging against the machine about these issues, but that fact doesn’t let you off the hook.  

Why? Kitty Genovese. Who? Kitty Genovese was viciously murdered outside her 

apartment building in Queens, New York. During the assault, she screamed to save her life, 

wakening her neighbors and chasing away her aggressor. Although lights turned on and people 

yelled out their windows, nobody called the cops. As nobody bothered to investigate, Kitty’s 

aggressor returned to the scene and murdered her. When interviewed and asked why they didn’t 

call the police, each of her neighbors responded in the same way, claiming “We thought 

someone else would do it.” The lesson: don’t believe other people are going to save the day. It’s 

your responsibility to help us save the day. 

Cadence to arms 

 So, here’s the skinny, my friends. The power possessed by Google—a private 

corporation, mind you—surpasses that of many nation states. You should pocket this as wisdom 

for the rest of your days: Knowledge is power. Yes, Google—the selfsame search engine we’ve 

been working with the entire time. Google now controls ninety percent of the market for search. 

In other words, they control the flow of information. Circa 2008 or so, Google had an existential 

crisis. They’d won the race for the best search engine, but they had to figure out how to monetize 

a tool they’d given away for free. Google decided upon an advertising model that essentially 
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monetized consumer information. They suddenly had an interest in keeping character-damaging 

information online.  

 How does it work? Well, Google’s advertising services, such as Google AdWords and 

Google AdSense, allow for auctions of keywords and for indirect access to personalized, 

demographic search data. These processes work a little different, so we’ll take them each in turn. 

The auctions are the mere tip of the ice burg, below which lies something far more sinister 

hidden inside of algorithmic behavioral advertising. We’ll start by discussing these auctions and 

work our way into wider discussion about Google’s algorithms, arguing along the way that we 

have the justification and definitional requirements for leveraging the Fair Credit Reporting Act 

against them.  

 Now, who will give me one-hundred-billion-dollar bid, now two, now two, will ya' give 

me two? Two-hundred-billion-dollar bid! Now three, now three, will ya' give me three? Three! A 

three-hundred-billion-dollar bid by the gentleman in the top hat wearing a monocle! Do I hear 

four? Do I hear four? Going once, going twice, sold! Sold to the man with a striking resemblance 

to Rich Uncle Pennybags! 

 AdWords is a marketplace where companies pay to have their website ranked at the top 

of a search engine results pages. It uses both the CPM and PPC marketing models. CPM 

figuratively stands for cost per mile, but it literally means cost per thousand impressions. 

Advertisers pay an agreed upon amount per one thousand impressions of their ad content. PPC 

stands for pay-per-click. The name of the game is simple: After they’ve outbid their competitors 

and obtained a top five slot in search results, advertisers pay a fee each time one of their ads is 

clicked. Essentially, it’s a way of buying visits to a site, rather than attempting to earn those 

visits. As these keywords generate more revenue, they quite simply become worth more money. 
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Some keywords are worth thousands of dollars.  

You see Facebook and Google account seventy-three percent of all digital advertising. In 

2017, AdWords generated thirty-two billion dollars in advertising alone from keyword auctions. 

When you type in words like “mugshot removal,” you’ll see the top three or four results have 

been paid for from one of these auctions. You might remember from Section 1 that the top five 

results, in any given search, receive sixty-seven percent of all clicks. This is just one combination 

of such query terms clearly aimed at generating revenue from character damage. In a shameful 

display greed, Google facilitates online reputational harm for a cut in the action. 
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By contrast, AdSense works by matching text and ads to websites based on their content 

and visitors. Google AdSense also allows advertisers to bid. The highest paying ad will show up 

embedded on the website next to the content. However, this time the website takes the highest 

percentage of revenue generated from a click, not the advertiser. Basically, these are the ads you 

see running along the sides and banner when you enter a site like mugshots.com. Google, the 

advertiser, and the website, all cash in on the public interest your image or record generates. The 

example below shows a truthfinder.com ad next to text scraped from Crime Stoppers’ website.  

 

 

This information was being used to compliment a young man’s mugshot. Here, we’re 

denying them the pleasure of smearing the young man’s name further, so you’ll forgive us for 

not including it.  What’s up with the scraped Crime Stoppers stuff, right? By running syndicated 

news alongside the mugshot, the mugshot.com hustlers and Google can pretend like this is just 

regular ol’ run-of-the-mill tabloid journalism and not racketeering and extortion.  

You may wonder how your regular joe-blow name can be monetized if you’re not 

famous. Obviously, you’re not some kind of celebrity, so nobody is fighting in auctions over 

your name, right? This is true only to the extent that nobody is colliding in auctions over 

ownership of the keywords “John Doe,” (your name). What they are colliding over is access to 

users’ personalized, demographic search data for behavioral marketing purposes. Both AdWords 
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and AdSense allow advertisers indirect access to this information, permitting them to tailor ad 

delivery by targeting users’ interests. As forewarned, this brings us back once more to our refrain 

on the Fair Credit Reporting Act.  

The FCRA defines CRAs as “any person which, for monetary fees, dues, or on a 

cooperative nonprofit basis, regularly engages in whole or in part in the practice of assembling or 

evaluating consumer credit information or other information on consumers for the purpose of 

furnishing consumer reports to third parties,” and it defines consumer reports as “any written, 

oral, or other communication of any information by a consumer reporting agency bearing on a 

consumer’s credit worthiness, credit standing, credit capacity, character, general reputation, 

personal characteristics, or mode of living.”  

Search engines and social media providers easily meet both the personhood and data 

compiler elements of this definition. Juris Doctorate and practicing attorney Mark Andrus claims 

the definitional argument hangs upon “whether or not the search engines regularly assemble 

information on individuals for monetary fees.”lxv 

Although perhaps it was never the overall purpose of search engines or social media 

providers to compile consumer reports, it is quite clear the data they compile and provide is used 

by employers, creditors, insurers, schools and Joe Public to surveil and to render judgments upon 

their neighbors’ fitness for their respective interests and projects. Once again, eighty percent of 

employers use Internet search engine results for the screening process.lxvi Of course, a screener or 

researcher doesn’t directly pay for the consumer report.  

In fact, the purview of information that can be gleaned from search engine results or 

postings on social media is paid for by users’ habits, not directly by consumers themselves. For 

search engine results, an investigator’s search habits frequently help pay the toll, as they leave a 
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trail of data behind while they search that Google uses to target their interests, which they then 

sell indirect access to for advertising purposes. For instance, Google’s algorithms might use a 

researcher’s interests in people’s backgrounds to pitch targeted ads to her, trying to get her dig 

deeper into the subject’s history by procuring paid-for services, such as background checks. 

Utilizing an algorithmic behavioral marketing strategy that leverages personalized, demographic 

data in ad delivery (interest-based advertising), Google exploits users for the ad revenue their 

interests generate.  

However, advertisers often foot the bill by strategic placement of ads as well, which 

match researcher interest with site and ad content. Using services like Google AdSense to 

monetize the search subject’s name, certain unsavory websites, vigilante blogs, and some 

money-hungry newspapers, like the Tampa Bay Times, who have become in essence “news 

aggregators,”lxvii will collect the most enticing public records they can find, luring researchers to 

their sites with these attention-harvesting morsels so they may bombard them with ads (so-called 

“placement-based” advertising). 

 As an example of interest-based advertising, pretend a researcher searches Google for 

“John Doe” whose name is associated with a criminal record. Once more, John might have his 

name monetized in AdWords through Google’s algorithms targeting the researcher’s interest in 

people’s backgrounds. The ads might solicit her to purchase criminal background checks, to ask 

herself has “John Doe Been Arrested?”, or to find out about who’s living next door.lxviii  

In other words, a harmful record, which may not be initially revealed in the search, is 

tantalizingly dangled in front of the researcher like a carrot to coax her into trying to disclose it 

or to look deeper into the subject’s past for still more invasive results. And remember, just one 

click of an ad brings Google advertising revenue. And also remember, the keyword phrase that 
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initiated these results was John’s name. Basically, this tells us Google has an economic interest 

in delivering consumer information about John, especially negative information. 

As an example of how AdSense’s placement-based advertising works in combination 

with interest-based techniques, Google’s algorithms typically give preference to newsworthy and 

attention-grabbing data. That is, they link news items, such as court proceedings, mugshots, 

bankruptcies, and public notices, as well as attention-harvesting items, such as unwanted viral 

content and outdated social media information, directly to our investigator.  

Once the investigator’s attention is piqued and she clicks the link, she will be taken to the 

invasive material, where advertisers who have bid for access to advertising space and who have 

paid for Google to target her interests will be given the opportunity to sling their dope next to the 

search subject’s likeness. And again, these ads could be tailored to the researcher’s interests in 

people’s backgrounds, soliciting her to dig deeper into the subject’s background. But regardless 

of the ad content, the ads placed inside these websites bring revenue to Google, the advertiser, 

and the website, essentially making a pact between the three to exploit our poor John for every 

dime he’s worth.  

Such behavioral marketing that directly links consumer data to investigators using 

interested-based strategies or ad placement techniques paired with interest-based strategies 

correlate Google’s drive for advertising revenue with search results. Or, as Andrus puts it, 

“search engines profit from of the actions of individual consumers that have no affiliation with 

the corporation [the researcher] and this profit is directly related to a search engine’s act of 

assembling information on consumers.”lxix All things considered, it essentially establishes a 

connection between Google delivering reputational information and their ad revenue. But what 

about social media, you say? 
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Social media providers monetize consumers in much the same way. They utilize the 

public records created by subjects’ habits—comments, searches, social signals, and disclosed 

interests—to embed ads that indirectly convey information about them, as they allow advertisers 

and researchers to employ interest-based advertising strategies and demographics to deliver ads 

and surveys to users as well. These ads and surveys can be used to reveal far more information 

than their surface level suggests.lxx They also can be used for far more devious purposes than 

mere consumer reporting violations.   

We must look to our hypothetical John Doe once more for answers. John, who regularly 

posts on Facebook about his support of gay rights, may be delivered ad results on his news feed 

pandering to this interest, suggesting perhaps he examine the page of a gay advocacy group or 

soliciting him to buy a gay wedding cake. This is the kind of targeted advertising we’ve all 

become acquainted with on Facebook. Of course, we think others can’t see this information 

unless they’re peeking over our shoulder. And so, we, the public, have largely approached this 

phenomenon with a very “Oh well” kind of attitude. However, we rarely consider the more 

sinister aspects of Facebook’s targeted advertising.  

Imagine now a researcher who pays for Facebook Ads and chooses a well-crafted email 

list or source audience, which provides enough demographic data for Facebook to extrapolate 

from the information that the investigator wishes to reach a primarily homosexual audience. 

Perhaps she applies her preexisting knowledge of homosexual urban habitats in the United States 

to compile her source list. Now, pretend Facebook uses interest-based information paired with its 

own demographic knowledge of the same habitat,lxxi choosing to market to users, such as John, 

who the platform’s algorithms have designated supporters of gay rights.  
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The researcher may be given anonymized data to begin with, but she could receive much 

more detailed information, such as the John’s name, should he click on the ad and land on the 

website, where any number of different conversion strategies (such as email capture, cookies, 

and registration), spyware, or strategieslxxii for deanonymizing IDs could be implemented to 

reveal John’s identity.lxxiii This could potentially out John or indirectly imply his sexual 

orientation,lxxiv even if he has his profile set to private.lxxv In other words, you need not be 

directly attacked by an assailant on social media or a search engine for character-damaging 

consumer reporting violations to ensue from targeted advertising and data aggregation practices. 

Such data-mining techniques are at the crux of the Cambridge Analytica scandal, where 

cutesy make-believe questions about superheroes and unicorns were delivered by route of an 

online survey to gather psychometric data on individuals, which was then used to stoke survey 

takers’ emotions through saturating their news feed with fake news the firm predicted would 

elicit responses, such as sharing, commenting, and eventually voting.  

In other words, this information can be used for more than generating invasive consumer 

reports. It can be used for psychological manipulation as well. When this form of psychological 

manipulation is employed against citizens as consumers, the results can be particularly 

devastating. Vulnerable populations can easily be steered toward financial scams and companies 

whose products make them tantamount to snake oil salesmen. Leveraging ignorance and 

emotional pain to elicit responses which go against the data subject’s own interests, algorithmic 

advertising can best be described as predatory in nature.lxxvi  

To paraphrase Jean Baudrillard: Because advertising is a prophetic language, it plays on 

our hopes—the promise of day made better by consumer objects.lxxvii Ads more akin to stalkers 

than waiters chase consumers around the Internet, stoking their desires for products they may not 
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truly need or cannot really afford. Tim Wu states that such customized advertising “was meant to 

be ‘relevant’ to your wishes and interests [but] turned out to be more a studied exploitation of 

one’s weaknesses.”lxxviii Instead of being served by a waiter, it evokes an eerie sensation that one 

may be being served on the menu.  

Submitted respectfully for your perusal: As Rod Serling narrates in the famous Twilight 

Zone episode, “To Serve Man,” this may be our “metamorphosis from being the ruler of a planet 

to an ingredient in someone's soup.”lxxix The digital dossiers that social media and search engine 

providers, data brokers, fintech lenders, and advertisers have accumulated on our citizenry are 

nothing short of staggering in their depth and range of application, posing new threats to privacy 

and democracy on an unprecedented scale.lxxx  

In an article written for The New York Review of Books, Alice Marwick claims that, 

alone, Acxiom, one of the world’s biggest data brokers, sells consumer profiles to customers 

such as “twelve of the top fifteen credit card issuers, seven of the top ten retail banks, eight out 

of the top ten media companies, and nine of the top ten property and casualty insurers.”lxxxi As 

Frank Pasquale informs us, there doesn’t have to be any established causal relationship between 

behavioral data (such as attending couples counseling) and a predicted consequence (such as 

financial distress), but correlation alone could drive action from one of these institutions.lxxxii 

And where are data aggregators obtaining all this information from? Google and our social 

media accounts, of course.  

As Professor Pasquale says, think about the potential fallout in one’s life should just one 

of these black-box aggregators categorize us as “lazy,” “unreliable,” “struggling,” “sick,” 

“mentally unstable,” “unemployable,” “criminal,” or worse. To quote Pasquale at length, “Once 

one piece of software has inferred that a person is a bad credit risk, a shirking worker, or a 
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marginal consumer, that attribute may appear with decision-making clout in other systems all 

over the economy.” lxxxiii Shoshana Zuboff has aptly named Big Tech’s invasive data aggregation 

practices “surveillance capitalism,” a process she describes as, “a logic of ‘accumulation by 

surveillance’ . . . [in which] populations are not to be employed or served . . . [but instead] they 

are to be harvested for behavioral data.”lxxxiv   

China has recently implemented a social credit system, in which data is used to assign 

citizens a social credit score to determine how “trustworthy” they are, not just credit worthy or 

job worthy. The full repercussions of this have yet to play out. However, in dystopian fashion, 

these scores could be used to determine not only if you can borrow money, but what schools you 

can go to, whether you can travel abroad or dine at a fine restaurant, what trains you can take,lxxxv 

or even if you can get a date.lxxxvi Now, imagine this power in the hands of a few powerful 

corporations instead of a totalitarian government. Doesn’t sound much better does it?  

To be clear, Google’s advertising hustle is abused by more than just mugshot extortion 

sites, vigilante bloggers, and unethical newspapers. Google is also more far more dangerous than 

a run-of-the-mill CRA who simply abuses consumer reports. Think of all the hateful ideas that 

can be fostered and promoted in this fashion. Professor Latanya Sweeney of Harvard’s Data 

Privacy Lab has proven Google discriminatorily delivers ads based upon racially associated 

names.lxxxvii That is, a name that Google’s algorithms affiliate with a racial category, such as 

African Americans, will trigger Google search results that suggest an investigator should dig 

deeper into the subject’s background, looking in particular for criminal records.  

Think about that for a second. Just what are they trying to imply? That disproportionate 

representation within the criminal justice system makes black people more likely to be 

criminals? Truthfully, all it really tells us is how bias Google’s algorithms are toward African 
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Americans, a claim confirmed a second time by Safiya Umoja Noble who writes, “Time and 

again, the research shows that racial bias is perpetuated in the commercial information portals 

the public relies on day in and day out.”lxxxviii Yet, what about African Americans and other 

vulnerable populations who have been impacted by interaction with the criminal justice system?  

Sociologist Sarah Lageson, who studies the impact of digital punishment on past 

offenders, has discovered the inequalities within the criminal justice system have made their way 

online as well. Lageson writes, “Unlimited distribution of criminal justice data reinforces 

America’s social inequalities . . . [and] sustains hierarchies of race and social class . . . like arrest 

statistics, the negative consequences of digital records are unevenly distributed across race and 

class groups.”lxxxix  Believe it. If the content can be exploited, Google and friends are there. 

Adding insult to injury, women, minorities, the LGBTQ community, and the poor already suffer 

disproportionately from online character damage.xc All taken into consideration, it makes it quite 

possible that Google’s advertising racket is not only unethical and illegal but violating our 

citizens’ civil and human rights. Ergo, we must act. 

 

Step2A: Strategic bombing, a focused writing campaign 

So, what’s the score? You’re going to hate me. We need to contact some people in 

congress. On the federal level, that would mean contacting both our senators and our House of 

Representatives congresswoman. On the state level, you might also want to contact your 

district’s upper and lower members of the state senate. We’ll only cover the federal government 

here. If you choose to write your state senate members, you should tailor your letter so that the 

prescribed action is within the scope of their powers.  
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I know this sounds like a lot of people; however, bear with me. Using the “” operator in 

Google, locate each of these political operatives. All of them should have a website with an 

accompanying online contact form. Don’t worry. We don’t need to write five letters. We just 

need to write one or two letters and then send them to multiple people. Of course, we follow the 

same procedures that we used while filing our consumer complaints.  

 Yes, this means we must present the narrative of our plight again. Once more, allow your 

narrative to unfold as we’ve detailed above in Step1D. First, we consider our audience. In this 

case, we’re not addressing just Joe Schmoe consumer-complaint mediator at the state attorney 

general’s office. We’re writing our congressmen. That means our tone and diction should be 

thoughtful, and we should treat them with respect.  

Second, we must develop a compelling and straight forward thesis. Telling the how, 

when, where, and why of the matter, provide the specific details of your narrative to flesh out 

your account. Of course, ground your claim in consumer protection, civil rights, or privacy laws. 

And finally, let’s finish by providing a recommended course of action. This time our 

recommended course of action will not be simply asking them to apply the FCRA or privacy 

protections to your individual case. Instead, we will be asking our congressperson to create or 

support legislation that a) rolls back CDA 230(c) protections, thereby making search engines 

and social media providers liable for content posted by third parties and b) allows for 

consumer protection laws, such as the FCRA, to be extended to cover edge-providers that 

aggregate and disseminate public records on the Internet. This prescribed action can only be 

used with your federal congressmen.    

I hope you’re starting to get the sense that you needn’t be Socrates presenting his case 

before the people of Athens. Remember, we don’t have to write a 2000-word indictment of 
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Google and their evil advertising empire. However, feel free to use all materials contained herein 

that you find helpful to flesh out your account. We recommend writing no more than two 

paragraphs. In fact, the more direct we are, the better. To further our reach, our second letter will 

be sent to a few notable congressional subcommittees.  

 

Step 2B: Saturation bombing, a wider writing campaign 

  We would supply you with a contact list of senators and congressmen who are in the 

subcommittees, but senators and congressmen change every two to six years, so our list would 

become quickly outdated. However, the subcommittees themselves will remain the same. Again, 

you shouldn’t worry. We don’t need to contact every single member within the subcommittees. 

We recommend researching a handful of congressmen inside of them and based upon their prior 

legislative record selecting a few members from both the majority and minority seats to contact. 

So, we’ll need to use the “” operator again, but this time to find the current senators and 

congressmen occupying seats inside these subcommittees.  

The first we must locate is the United States Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Privacy, 

Technology and the Law, which should consist of twelve members total—6 majority and 6 

minority members. The second is the Senate Commerce Subcommittee on Consumer Protection, 

Product Safety, Insurance and Data Security, which should consist seventeen members total—9 

majority and 8 minority members. The third subcommittee we need to contact is the U.S. House 

Energy Subcommittee on Communications and Technology, which should consist of 30 

members total. The fourth subcommittee is the United States House Science Subcommittee on 

Research and Technology, which should consist of sixteen members—10 majority and 6 

minority members.  
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 Once we’ve located these subcommittees, we need to use the “” operator to find each 

congressperson’s website. Each congressional member should have an online contact form. 

Some congressmen only allow messages from their constituents. We’ll just skip anyone who 

refuses to speak with citizens from another state. For each congressional subcommittee member, 

open their respective online contact form. Fill out your contact information.  

Following the letter writing procedures from Step 2A, compose a short letter to these 

congressmen explaining your plight and asking once more that they a) roll back CDA 230(c) 

protections, thereby making search engines and social media providers liable for content 

posted by third parties and b) allow for consumer protection laws, such as the FCRA, to be 

extended to cover edge-providers that aggregate and disseminate public records on the 

Internet. Do you have to contact all these people? Once more, no. However, the more eyeballs 

and ears we have on the problem, the better off we’ll be.  

We’ve titled this subsection “saturation bombing.” Saturation bombing refers to the 

process of covering an entire region with bombs. In other words, we’re not specifically targeting 

anyone. Our goal here is to simply get the information out that there’s a vast swath of 

constituents who feel these tech companies need to be held accountable.  

 

Step2C: Confronting the boogeyman  

  It’s our firm conviction that a prank a day keeps the dog leash away. In Step 1D: Filing 

a complaint with the FTC, we said we’d be filing a second consumer complaint with the FTC. 

Our complaint this time will be directed at Google instead of our aggressor’s website. No, 

unfortunately, this is not your opportunity to get some aggro out. We need to approach this in the 

same fashion we did in our congressional writing campaigns—strategically.  
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First, we need to navigate to https://www.ftc.gov/ again. Follow the instructions from 

Step1D a second time. Use the “” operator to find Google’s address and contact information. 

Following the letter writing procedures from Step2A, compose a pithy letter to our friends at the 

FTC. Our end goal this time is to persuade the FTC that Google needs to be investigated for 

abusing their CDA 230(c) protections because they’re perpetrating a federal crime by 

violating the FCRA, as they are compiling and disseminating unregulated consumer reports 

for advertising revenue. Once more, make sure to stress in your letter how it has affected you as 

a consumer. Again, this strategy is based upon the notion that if we accumulate enough 

complaints, they’ll be forced to address the elephant in the room. 

 

Step2D: Other strategies to employ 

Engage others in social-media comments sections and online forums. You should keep 

your comments civil. Use these platforms for the spread of information, not hate. Locate others 

suffering from character damage and network. If you happen to be accosted by a heckler, we 

recommend following your good ol’ mom’s advice and simply walk away. So-called trolls and 

Internet mobs are dumpster divers that thrive on antagonistic gab. They’re just trying to get you 

worked up. Ignore them. Remember, how sharing is the foundation of the Internet? Spread 

awareness by sharing articles about character damage on your social-media accounts. We don’t 

need to self-identify as a victim of character damage. We merely need to help diffuse 

information about the issue. 

If you’re going to share those articles, you’re going to need to find them first. Set up 

Google Alerts for keywords such as “mugshot extortion,” “revenge porn,” “online humiliation,” 

“character damage,” “data aggregators,” “Right to Be Forgotten,” “GDPR,” “Fair Credit 
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Reporting Act,” and other concepts you’ve learned about herein. When you do find interesting 

articles, keep a note of their author. Research what the author has written about the subject. If the 

author’s work is worth following, set up a keyword alert for the author’s name. Begin 

researching industry players and their critics. Finally, read all important academic and popular 

books about tech and online character damage and follow important figures in the field. See 

Appendix E. 

 Partake in consumer advocacy and privacy groups’ writing campaigns. There are many 

different consumer advocacy and privacy watchdogs on the Internet. See Appendix D. Join as 

many of these groups as possible and subscribe to their mailing lists. Their mailing lists will 

contain updated information on their ongoing advocacy projects, including calls to action such as 

participating in writing campaigns. Yay, more writing, right? By now, if your pen really were a 

sword, you’d have more bodies stacked than Genghis Khan. What’s a few more. 

 Join the Right2Remove support forum to follow our Right to Be Forgotten press 

campaign and to meet other advocates. Follow international artist and activist Paolo Cirio’s 

project Obscurity online. Read Sarah Lageson’s Digital Punishment to learn more about the 

mugshot extortion industry. Watch the international progress of the Right to Be Forgotten by 

following our European friends at the Association for Accountability and Democracy (AAID). 

Use resources from our allies in privacy, such as the treasure-trove located at the Electronic 

Information Privacy Center (EPIC). Of course, backlink our manual widely! 

One small caveat emptor (buyer beware) 

 This is the Internet, player. You’ve got to be careful about who you talk to on here. 

Always research an organization before reaching out to them. The Internet Association (IA) and 

Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) are not your friends. In fact, these very wealthy 
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organizations have helped to lobby the Internet into the nightmare it is today. Don’t be surprised 

when you run into their agents all over the Internet. These people help control and distort the 

flow of information. They’ve donated their way into many civil-rights organizations, cutting off 

our access to some very good resources. Don’t be surprised when your favorite civil-rights group 

or newspaper turns their back on you. History will prove them wrong, and there will never be a 

Right to Be Forgotten for businesses or nonprofits. Think of it this way. They are giving us the 

opportunity to exercise the virtue of forgiveness. It’s what they won’t do for us. Despite that, we 

don’t treat such groups as enemies. We treat them with the respect they deserve. Take that advice 

however you will. 

 

Some final thoughts and words of parting 

 It’s impossible! No, my friend, it is difficult, as surviving is just that—difficult. You are 

not alone. You are not alone. You are not alone. This a mantra, not an echo. Reach out to us. 

Carpe Diem, as all the cool kids say. Be safe. And stay gold. 
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Appendix A (People Search engines, Data Brokers, Credit Bureaus) 
 

Griffin Boyce’s compilation of data brokers and removal instructions:  
 
https://github.com/glamrock/data-brokers/blob/master/data-brokers.md 
 
Vice.com list of data brokers and opt-out instructions:  
 
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/ne9b3z/how-to-get-off-data-broker-and-people-
search-sites-pipl-spokeo 
 
InfoWorld list of data brokers:  
 
https://www.infoworld.com/article/3168318/security/how-to-scrub-your-private-data-from-
people-finder-sites.html 
 
Stop Data Mining.me list of data aggregators: 
 
 https://www.stopdatamining.me/opt-out-list/ 
 
Privacy Rights Clearing House tutorial on data brokers and people search sites:  
 
https://www.privacyrights.org/blog/tutorial-data-brokers-and-people-search-sites 
 
2014 FTC report on data brokers (PDF):  
 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/data-brokers-call-transparency-
accountability-report-federal-trade-commission-may-2014/140527databrokerreport.pdf 
 
Smore.com list of online background check companies:  
 
https://www.smore.com/yujch-best-background-check-companies 
 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau list of consumer reporting agencies (PDF):  
 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_consumer-reporting-
companies-list.pdf 
 
Daniel J. Solove’s Teach Privacy Blog:  
 
https://teachprivacy.com/category/privacy-training-big-data/ 
 
 
 

https://github.com/glamrock/data-brokers/blob/master/data-brokers.md
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/ne9b3z/how-to-get-off-data-broker-and-people-search-sites-pipl-spokeo
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/ne9b3z/how-to-get-off-data-broker-and-people-search-sites-pipl-spokeo
https://www.infoworld.com/article/3168318/security/how-to-scrub-your-private-data-from-people-finder-sites.html
https://www.infoworld.com/article/3168318/security/how-to-scrub-your-private-data-from-people-finder-sites.html
https://www.stopdatamining.me/opt-out-list/
https://www.privacyrights.org/blog/tutorial-data-brokers-and-people-search-sites
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/data-brokers-call-transparency-accountability-report-federal-trade-commission-may-2014/140527databrokerreport.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/data-brokers-call-transparency-accountability-report-federal-trade-commission-may-2014/140527databrokerreport.pdf
https://www.smore.com/yujch-best-background-check-companies
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_consumer-reporting-companies-list.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_consumer-reporting-companies-list.pdf
https://teachprivacy.com/category/privacy-training-big-data/
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Appendix B (WordPress Tutorials, Plugins, Widgets, & Other 

Helpful Resources) 

WordPress Beginners Guide: 
 
 https://www.wpbeginner.com/ 
 
Learn WordPress.com Tutorials and Courses for Beginners  
 
https://learn.wordpress.com/ 
 
WordPress Beginners Guide 9 most important SEO plugins:  
 
https://www.wpbeginner.com/showcase/9-best-wordpress-seo-plugins-and-tools-that-you-
should-use/ 
 
WordPress Beginners Guide 20 most important plugins:  
 
https://www.wpbeginner.com/plugins/20-must-have-wordpress-plugins-for-2015-expert-pick/ 
 
WordPress Built-in Plugins List: 
 
 https://en.support.wordpress.com/plugins/ 
 
WordPress Widgets List: 
 https://en.support.wordpress.com/category/widgets-sidebars/ 
 
WordPress Integrate Social Media (Video):  
 
https://en.support.wordpress.com/video-tutorials/connect-to-social-media/ 
 
Hootsuite Social Media Management:  
https://hootsuite.com/plans/free 
 
TweetDeck Social Media Management: 
 
 https://tweetdeck.twitter.com/ 
 
SocialOomph Social Media Management:  
 
https://www.socialoomph.com/ 
 
Linkkle Account for Social Media Integration:  
 

https://www.wpbeginner.com/
https://learn.wordpress.com/
https://www.wpbeginner.com/showcase/9-best-wordpress-seo-plugins-and-tools-that-you-should-use/
https://www.wpbeginner.com/showcase/9-best-wordpress-seo-plugins-and-tools-that-you-should-use/
https://www.wpbeginner.com/plugins/20-must-have-wordpress-plugins-for-2015-expert-pick/
https://en.support.wordpress.com/plugins/
https://en.support.wordpress.com/category/widgets-sidebars/
https://en.support.wordpress.com/video-tutorials/connect-to-social-media/
https://hootsuite.com/plans/free
https://tweetdeck.twitter.com/
https://www.socialoomph.com/
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https://linkkle.com/ 
 
Moz SEO Tools: 
 
 https://moz.com/free-seo-tools 
 
Moz SEO Beginners Guide:  
 
https://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo 
 
Moz SEO Learning Center:  
 
https://moz.com/learn/seo 
 
Moz SEO Blog:  
 
https://moz.com/blog 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://linkkle.com/
https://moz.com/free-seo-tools
https://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo
https://moz.com/learn/seo
https://moz.com/blog
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Appendix C (Social Media Platforms) 
 

LinkedIn:  
 
https://www.linkedin.com/ 
 
Facebook:  
 
https://www.facebook.com/ 
 
Twitter:  
 
https://twitter.com/ 
 
Google+: 
 
 https://plus.google.com/discover 
 
Vimeo: 
 
 https://vimeo.com/join 
 
Snapchat: 
 
 https://www.snapchat.com/  
 
Pinterest: 
 
 https://www.pinterest.com/ 
 
YouTube: 
 
 https://www.youtube.com/ 
 
Imgur: 
 
 https://imgur.com/ 
  
Instagram: 
 
 https://www.instagram.com/ 
 
Tumblr: 
 
 https://www.tumblr.com/ 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/
https://www.facebook.com/
https://twitter.com/
https://plus.google.com/discover
https://vimeo.com/join
https://www.snapchat.com/
https://www.pinterest.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
https://imgur.com/
https://www.instagram.com/
https://www.tumblr.com/
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Flickr:  
 
https://www.flickr.com/ 
 
DeviantArt: 
 
 https://www.deviantart.com/ 
 
Vine:  
 
 https://vine.co/ 
 
Reddit: 
 
 https://www.reddit.com/explore 
 
Medium: 
 
 https://medium.com/membership 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.flickr.com/
https://www.deviantart.com/
https://vine.co/
https://www.reddit.com/explore
https://medium.com/membership
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Appendix D (Privacy and Consumer Protection & Privacy 

Advocacy Groups) 

Right2Remove: 
 
 https://right2remove.us/ 
 
Association for Accountability and Internet Democracy (AAID): 
 
 http://eaaid.eu/ 
 
Electronic Information Privacy Center: 
 
 https://www.epic.org/ 
 
Center for Democracy and Technology: 
 
 https://cdt.org/ 
 
Open Markets: 
 
 https://openmarketsinstitute.org/ 
 
Privacy Rights Clearing House:  
 
https://www.privacyrights.org/ 
 
U.S. PIRG: 
 
 https://uspirg.org/home 
 
Privacy International: 
 
 https://privacyinternational.org/ 
 
Future of Privacy Forum: 
 
 https://fpf.org/ 
 
The Privacy Coalition: 
 
 https://www.privacycoalition.org/ 
 
Consumer Project on Technology:  

https://right2remove.us/
http://eaaid.eu/
https://www.epic.org/
https://cdt.org/
https://openmarketsinstitute.org/
https://www.privacyrights.org/
https://uspirg.org/home
https://privacyinternational.org/
https://fpf.org/
https://www.privacycoalition.org/
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http://www.cptech.org/cpt.html 
 
Public Citizen:  
 
https://www.citizen.org/ 
 
Center for Digital Democracy: 
 
 https://www.democraticmedia.org/ 
 
Oakland Privacy: 
 
https://oaklandprivacy.org/ 
 
International Association for Privacy Professionals: 
 
 https://iapp.org/ 
 
Digital Rights Watch:  
 
https://digitalrightswatch.org.au/ 
 
Big Brother Watch: 
 
https://bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/ 
 
Consumer Watchdog: 
 
https://www.consumerwatchdog.org/ 
 
Better Business Bureau:  
 
https://www.bbb.org/ 
 
Consumer Federation of America:  
 
https://consumerfed.org/ 
 
AARP: 
 
 https://www.aarp.org/ 

http://www.cptech.org/cpt.html
https://www.citizen.org/
https://www.democraticmedia.org/
https://oaklandprivacy.org/
https://iapp.org/
https://digitalrightswatch.org.au/
https://bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/
https://www.consumerwatchdog.org/
https://www.bbb.org/
https://consumerfed.org/
https://www.aarp.org/
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Appendix E (Hidden Tracks & B-Sides: Fun Resources for 

Beginners) 

—Fun Critical Resources for Beginners 
 
Paolo Cirio Obscurity (online artwork) 
 
Paolo Cirio Sociality (online artwork) 
 
Sarah Lageson Digital Punishment  
 
Frank Pasquale The Black Box Society: The Secret Algorithms That Control Money and 
Information 
 
Douglas Rushkoff Throwing Rocks at the Google Bus  
 
Douglas Rushkoff Present Shock 
 
Tim Wu The Attention Merchants: The Epic Scramble to Get Inside Our Heads 
 
Tim Wu The Curse of Bigness  
 
Daniel J. Solove The Future of Reputation  
 
Jonathan Taplin Move Fast and Break Things 
 
Siva Vaidhyanathan The Googlization of Everything 
 
Siva Vaidhyanathan Anti-Social Media: How Facebook Disconnects Us and Undermines 
Democracy  
 
Saul Levmore and Martha C. Nussbaum The Offensive Internet 
 
James B. Jacobs The Eternal Criminal Record  
 
Chris Chesher, Kate Crawford, Anne Dunn Understanding the Internet: Language, Technology, 
Media and Power 
 
Cathy O’ Neil Weapons of Math Destruction  
 
Jacques Ellul The Technological Society 
 
Herbert Marcuse One Dimensional-Man: Studies in the Ideologies of Advanced Industrial 
Society 
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Michel Foucault Discipline and Punish  
 
Safiya Umoja Noble Algorithms of Oppression  
 
Meg Leta Jones Control +Z 
 
H.W. Wilson Reference Shelf: The Digital Age 
 
Franz Kafka The Trial 
 
Nathanael Hawthorne The Scarlet Letter 
 
Ray Bradbury Fahrenheit 451 (with preface “Coda”)  
 
Philip K. Dick We Can Remember It for You Wholesale 
 
Stanisław Lem Solaris  
 
—Articles  

 
Cirio, P. “Obscurity” Wired Magazine (PR):  

https://www.wired.com/beyond-the-beyond/2016/04/latest-mischief-paolo-cirio/ 

Cirio, P. “Sociality” Wired Magazine (PR):  

https://www.wired.com/beyond-the-beyond/2018/10/sociality-new-project-paolo-cirio/ 

Cirio, P. “Street Ghosts” Wired Magazine (PR): 
 
https://www.wired.com/2012/09/paolo-cirio-street-ghosts-project/ 
 
Lageson, S.E. “Crime Data, the Internet, and Free Speech: An Evolving Legal Consciousness” 
 
Lageson, S.E. & Shadd M. “Digital Degradation: Stigma Management in the Internet Age”  
 
Lageson, S.E. “Found Out and Opting Out: The Consequences of Online Criminal Records for 
Families.” 
 
Zuboff, S.  “A Digital Declaration” 
 
Shefet, D. “Net Worth” 
 
Nemitz, P. “Constitutional Democracy and Technology in the Age of Artificial Intelligence” 
 

https://www.wired.com/beyond-the-beyond/2016/04/latest-mischief-paolo-cirio/
https://www.wired.com/beyond-the-beyond/2018/10/sociality-new-project-paolo-cirio/
https://www.wired.com/2012/09/paolo-cirio-street-ghosts-project/
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Pasquale, F.  “Exploring the Fintech Landscape” 
 
Pasquale, F. ‘Reforming the Law of Reputation” 
 
Andrus, M. “The Right to be Forgotten in America: Have Search Engines Inadvertently Become 
Consumer Reporting Agencies?” 
 
Andrus, M. “Constitutional Issues in Granting Americans a “Right to Dispute” Personal 
Information with Search Engines Akin to the Existing Remedy Afforded to Europeans Via 
Europe’s Right to Be Forgotten” 
 
Andrus, M. “The New Oil: The Right to Control One’s Identity in Light of the Commoditization 
of the Individual” 
 
Powles, JE. “The Case that Won't Be Forgotten” 
 
Thouvenin F., Hettich P., Burkert H., Gasser U. “Remembering and Forgetting in the Digital 
Age.” 
 
Cohen, J. E. “The Regulatory State in the Information Age” 
 
Kessler, J. and Pozen, D. “The Search for an Egalitarian First Amendment” 
 
Newman, N. “The Costs of Lost Privacy: Consumer Harm and Rising Economic Inequality in 
the Age of Google” 
 
—Other Fun Stuff 
 
Andrei Tarkovsky Solaris (film) 
 
“Mugged.” The Naked Truth, season 1, episode 2, Fusion, 2016. Netflix (video) 
  
“Nosedive.” Black Mirror, season 3, episode 1, Netflix, 2016 (video) 
 
Olivia Salon’s Guardian U.S. articles (tech news) 
 
Douglas Rushkoff’s Team Human (podcast) 
 
NPR Planet Money (podcast) 
 
Mark Hurst Techtonic (podcast)  
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